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ABSTRACT 
A polarization-dependent modulation device, the rough-surfaced retardation plate is 
proposed as a depolarizer in this thesis. It realizes the decorrelation to the incident 
field like the traditional diffuser, and scrambles the polarization state simultaneously 
like a depolarizer. For various surface-roughness plate models, the comprehensive 
and rigorous analysis of its modulation behaviour is achieved. On the basis of the 2×2 
beam coherence-polarization matrix, the statistical properties of the modulated field 
are examined to reveal the dependence on the surface structure of the rough-surfaced 
retardation plate. Within the framework of the Complex ABCD matrix theory for 
general optical propagation systems under the paraxial approximation, the propagated 
polarization speckle on observation plane over a distance is studied. The analytical 
expression of its beam coherence-polarization matrix illustrating the change of degree 
of coherence and polarization on propagation is obtained too. It is approved that the 
depolarizer provides a flexible and simple method to generate the randomly de-
correlated and depolarized speckle with spatially varying polarization states. In 
addition, the dynamic properties of polarization speckle are analysed to reveal the 
shape and the motion features of the polarization speckles on the observation plane. 
At last, a depolarizer consisting of random polarizer cells is introduced to generate 
polarization speckle as an attempt for a potential method different from the common 
phase modulation screens. 
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Chapter 1  
 Introduction 
The speckle pattern, one of the most important concepts in optics, describes the 
phenomena of fine-scale, high-contrast granular light intensity distribution generated 
by the interference of coherent optical field within the scattering spot [1, 2]. As Denis 
Gabor once said [3] “the novelty in holography is speckle noise”, it plays a significant 
role in the statistical theoretical optics research and profoundly affects relevant 
applications. To generate the speckle pattern, a kind of optical device named as 
diffusers with fine structure is introduced to scatter the coherent incident light and 
provide phase retardance or amplitude fluctuation with a random spatial distribution 
on the wave front. The randomly modulated field will diffract and then superpose 
after propagation to generate a remarkable intensity variation named as speckle on the 
observation plane. Take a transmitting rough plate for example, its random thickness 
fluctuation will cause optical path difference (OPD) for wave components passing 
through different locations on the plate. A good understanding of the modulation 
device’s structure is quite important for the speckle research work, because the shape 
of speckle patterns is highly dependent on the surface structure of the diffuser where 
the field is reflected from or transmits through. In the past decades, most of the 
researchers’ attentions were dedicated to the interaction between the incident source 
and the diffuser with structured rough surface causing decorrelation, and the 
statistical properties of the resultant speckle pattern after propagation in some 
specialized systems. On the basis of related conclusions, the optical researchers might 
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be able to extract the information of the modulation device and propagation system 
contained in the speckle image, and thus, non-contact metrology including the 
measurement of the surface roughness [4, 5], the displacement, the strain and the 
movement [6] becomes feasible. Moreover, the researchers could employ random 
spatial modulation device with specialized surface structure to generate speckle with 
prescribed statistical properties. 
 
Figure 1.1. Intensity speckle generated by rough plate 
However, most of the traditional speckle pattern analyses were achieved in the frame 
work of the coherence theory formulated for scalar optical field description, and made 
it extremely difficult to capture the polarization state of the field, though the field is 
vector in essence[7]. Associated with this scalar optical field description, the light 
modulation effect under consideration was usually assumed to be polarization–
independent, and thus the scattering field originating from the device was considered 
to possess wave front fluctuation without the change of polarization state. Since the 
polarization is an intrinsic property of the electromagnetic field, the simplification of 
the traditional research method in disregard of the polarization feature gives rise to 
substantial uncertainties in speckle characterization and loses useful information.  
Recent research works, both theoretical and experimental, indicate that the 
polarization state of speckle displays much more complicated behaviour than a 
constant one as people assumed before. The polarization of a special kind of random 
field could change on propagation even in free space system, and the spatial 
distribution of the polarization state will vary and could be non-uniform on the cross 
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section of a beam [8-18]. Similar phenomena are also detected while electromagnetic 
beams propagate through the turbulent atmosphere, Gaussian cavity and other optical 
systems [19-23]. To investigate the statistical properties of speckle including spatial 
polarization variations, the premise is the generation of the corresponding 
decorrelated and depolarized field with known statistical properties. It becomes 
crucial to propose and improve the modulation method which does not only realize 
the decorrelation to the incident field like the traditional diffuser, but also scrambles 
the polarization state of the uniformly polarized incident beam like a the depolarizer. 
It is also important to reveal the quantitative relationship between the structural 
features of the device and the statistical properties of the propagated speckle patterns 
with the demonstration of the vector nature of the electromagnetic field. 
1.1 Motivation and literature review 
Aiming to help the reader better understand the background, the motivation and the 
methodology of this project, I will review the related literature concisely first. In an 
effort to make the main text as accessible as possible, some notations will also be 
specified. 
1.1.1 The statistical analysis of speckle patterns, from scalar to vector 
The speckle pattern is a physical phenomenon often regarded as random twinkling 
particles in beam spots. The interest in this topic has a long history that could trace 
back to great names including Newton, Exner, and Rayleigh [1]. But it was only with 
the advent of the ideal coherent light source laser in 1960s when the related research 
work got a real boost. After the development for nearly a half century, it spans across 
a significant wide variety of disciplines including physics, medical science, biology, 
astronomy, and remote sensing with an emphasis on the optics. The burgeoning 
appearance of the concept “speckle patterns” in optical journals was recognized from 
1970s, and a history retrospect to this emerging technique was provided by Hariharan 
[24] in 1972. Some mathematical simplicities and physical assumptions are settled 
down to keep a balance between the validity and feasibility of the analysis. This 
speckle phenomenon embodied the coherence of superposed fields. The concept 
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coherence was originally conceived in connection with the interference visibility in 
Young’s slit experiment [25] and was defined to quantify how well correlated the 
waves were. Adequate introduction to the subject of modern coherence theory for a 
fundamental treatment of optical field is provided by D. Gabor (chapter 4 of [26]), E. 
Wolf (chapter 10 of [27]) and it was further discussed in details by M. J. Beran and 
G. B. Parrent [28], J. W. Goodman[29], and K. Blomstedt[30]. Thus the so-called 
spatial-temporal mutual coherence function (MCF) [31, 32] is regarded as the second-
order characteristic quantity and basic entity to demonstrate the speckle statistically. 
For a typical monochromatic optical field with wave length   at point r , its complex 
amplitude is denoted as ( , )E tr . If the optical fields and sources of interest are 
assumed to be wide-sense stationary, the corresponding mutual coherence function 
for two space-time points 1( , )tr  and 2( , )t r  depending on the time-difference 
and is given by 
          1 2 1 2 1 2, , , = , , = ,0 , ,W t t E t E t E E  
  r r r r r r   (1.1) 
where asterisk   means complex conjugate, and angular brackets  denote 
ensemble average. To distinguish the scalar quantities from vectors/matrices, they 
will be expressed in Italics and bold respectively in the following discussion. 
Furthermore, while a large number of independent wave components contribute to the 
resultant field at any point in the observation plane, it will approximately obey the 
Gaussian random process because of the Central-limit Theorem (page 362 of [33]). 
Hence, higher-order correlation functions could be expressed in terms of this second-
order mutual coherence function of Eq. (1.1)[34-37]. On the issue of the scalar 
speckle statistics, a series of articles and books covered different aspects. Different 
extents of modulation were considered, like the fully developed speckles [38] and 
partially developed speckle [39]. Both the first and second-order statistical properties 
were studied [40-43]. Dynamic speckle in Gaussian statistics generated by moving 
diffuser were observed and approved [44]. Various kinds of sources, especially the 
Gaussian beam were examined in the speckle generation [45-47]. Researchers also 
devoted their time to analysing the propagation of speckle in different systems, for 
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example, in the image systems with lenses [48, 49], and in 3D free space [50]. Then 
the research extended to the general system [51, 52]. Based on the study of speckle 
dynamics associated with its relationship to structure and motion of diffuser, some 
early attempts of non-contact speckle metrology were proposed [53]. Equipments and 
methods [5, 54-60] including the laser-time-of-flight velocimeter and the laser 
Doppler technique were presented and applied to probe the surface roughness, object 
deformation [61], rotation angle [62] and the in-plane displacement/velocity [63] 
which might be caused by the stain, torque and temperature. The foundation laid in 
the early stage for the later development could be found in several notable 
publications of J. W. Goodman [40, 64, 65], J. C. Dainty [1, 37, 43, 66], T. Asakura 
[67-69] G. Parry [70], Francon [71] and T. Yoshimura [72]. For the research 
conducted on this subject in recent years, the readers can refer to references [2, 34] 
and [73]. 
Most of the scalar analysis ignored the polarization state and implicitly asserted that a 
bundle of rays had the same and would maintain their polarization state during 
propagation. It is applicable under most common conditions where the source is 
specialized uniformly and the diffusers or scattering objects are isotropic. However, 
the scalar field description might be improper while the modulation devices 
embodying significant polarization direction selectivity introduced by various reasons 
like the different refraction indices by birefringence [74]. Whereas the polarization 
and coherence spatial variations are observed during propagation and on beam cross 
section in recent researches[8-14, 75], the polarization speckle with coherence and 
polarization spatial variation needs to be re-examined in a new vectorial formalism of 
modern optical theory. 
In recent years, more and more attention was paid to the analysis of the vectorial 
speckle description to illustrate the polarization variation during propagation and on 
beam cross sections. The pioneering study has been conducted by Gori who 
developed the theorem in terms of the 2x2 beam coherence-polarization matrix [76-
78] (also named as mutual intensity matrix), and examined coherence and 
polarization properties of the field generated by an incoherent unpolarised source 
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covered with a specific polarizing filter[79]. For the optical field vector 
( ) { ( ), ( )}x yE EE r r r  at point specified by position vector r on the plane 
perpendicular to the propagating axis z , ( )xE r  and ( )yE r  are the components 
polarized vertically and horizontally. The 2 2  beam coherence-polarization matrix 
in respect to this vectorial field expression is defined as 
 
     
       
       
†
211 2
**
2121
* *
2 21 1
,,, ,
,,,,
,
, ,, ,
x yx x
y x yy
tt
E E ttE E tt
E E t E E tt t


 

 
 
   
E E rrW r r
rrrr
r rr r
  (1.2) 
where the dagger †  depicts the Hermitian conjugate. While there is no time-lagged in 
discussion, the beam coherence-polarization matrix could be written as 1 2( , )W r r  for 
simplicity. This matrix of 2-D vector fields implies the polarization and coherence 
information, and is especially appropriate for the analysis of monochromatic source 
in spatial-temporal domain. It is also easy to be converted into stocks parameters. On 
the basis of this matrix definition, three parameters illustrating the speckle features 
viz. the intensity I , degree of coherence (DoC)   and degree of polarization (DoP) 
P  could be determined by: 
    I trr W r,r   (1.3) 
  
 
    
tr
tr tr
  1 21 2
1 1 2 2
W r ,r
r ,r
W r ,r W r ,r
  (1.4) 
  
 
 
1/2
2
4det ,
1
,
P
tr
 
 
  
    
W r r
r
W r r
  (1.5) 
where tr  and det  mean the trace and determinant of matrix, respectively. 
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E. Wolf extended this theorem to a cross-density matrix in the spatial-spectral domain 
for polychromatic source later. He also achieved the setup of a unified theory of 
coherence and polarization within this framework [34, 80-83], and these two concepts 
were no longer treated as independent. 
At last, it has to be pointed out that, the beam coherence-polarization matrix approach 
for field expressed in a vector form is different from the RF/microwave “vectorial” 
method in Maxwell equations (chapter 3.2 of [84]). In statistical optics research, the 
concept “electromagnetic field” is usually cited to characterize the field expression in 
vector form with polarization indication, while the “optical field” usually means the 
scalar expression [82, 85, 86]. To put it simply, in the beam coherence-polarization 
matrix mentioned here, we will not consider the coupling between the various wave 
components, and the “cross talk” between them is ignored.  
The simple matrix description for the statistical properties of electromagnetic fields 
indicates significant aspects of fields not covered by the scalar field expression, and 
now it is regarded as an applicable method in field coherence analyses implicating the 
polarization information. For example, it is applied to study the vectorial extension of 
Van Cittert-Zernike Theorem [79, 85, 87, 88] and other topic in theoretical physics 
[89]. It is also utilised in the research of anisotropic speckle diffusers [13, 14]. 
Among these pioneering works, the analysis on the polarization speckle [15], or 
named as electromagnetic beam [13] might be a representative one. The polarization 
speckle is a concept [15, 16] to distinguish the speckle arising from stochastic 
electromagnetic fields with random non-uniform polarization on beam cross section 
from the concept intensity speckles focusing on the intensity random distribution of 
speckle pattern. Some related metrology applications [17, 90, 91] have been 
developed based on this field with spatial polarization distribution. 
1.1.2 Random depolarization and decorrelation device/system 
The random phase/amplitude distortion introduced by modulation device is one of the 
determinative factors for the generation of speckle pattern. The interpretation of its 
performance will implicate the materialogy, chemistry, mechanics and physics. It is 
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obviously beyond the ability of the researchers to cover these broad subjects, 
therefore, some assumptions and simplifications are adopted in the statistical optics. 
Although the phase and amplitude modulation are always carried out together by the 
modulation device, most attention in the speckle analysis is paid to the random phase-
screen (RPS) modulation model [92] providing a constant amplitude transmittance 
equal to unity and randomly varying phase retardance   to incident electromagnetic 
beam. 
To investigate the polarization and coherence properties of random electromagnetic 
fields implicating non-uniform spatial polarization distribution, and the polarization 
speckle arising from it, random modulation device/system has to be employed to 
introduce random phase difference between the two components of the electric field 
across the beam’s cross section. By this, depolarization and decorrelation effects are 
realized simultaneously to generate this kind of random electromagnetic field with 
prescribe statistical properties, which is often required as a secondary source for 
experimental test and theoretical analysis in statistical optics [93-96]. For example, it 
could be applied in the research of coupling electromagnetic field into optical fibre 
[97], turbulent atmosphere [98, 99], quantum partially polarized state [96], and the 
effect of polarization speckle on the resolution of the optical system [100]. 
The liquid-crystal (LC) spatial light modulator (SLM) is a commonly used 
depolarizer to achieve randomly phase modulation to one of the field components in 
two mutually orthogonal polarization directions [13, 14, 101] (Figure 1.2), and to 
generate partially depolarized and partially coherent electromagnetic field. However, 
the other field component will not be distorted, and thus it is unable to realize whole 
field decorrelation. Another typical conceptual scheme is to insert two LC SLMs into 
the opposite arms of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer [86, 95, 102]. A polarized beam 
splitter (PBS) is used to split the beam into two wave components in mutually 
orthogonal polarization directions, and then, different random phase retardance could 
be introduced by the LC SLMs to them. A minor variant of this method is to insert 
moving phase diffusers e.g. ground glass plates to one [18, 103] or both [15, 104, 105] 
of optical arms instead of the expensive commercial LC SLMs controlled by 
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computer. The whole field correlation will be realizable for the two arms modulation 
method, but the cost is a more complicated and bulkier system. In addition, the 
modulation and propagation through multi-individual devices might introduce extra 
errors. 
 
Figure 1.2. Illustration of the technique for generating the partially coherent 
and partially polarized field by LC SLM 
To develop an efficient and simple method by a compact system to diffuse and 
depolarize field simultaneously is one of the main objectives of this thesis. 
1.1.3 The speckle Propagation in complex ABCD matrix system with 
inherent apertures 
When the modulated laser speckle propagates over an appreciable distance from the 
diffuser to the observation plane, it should be considered as a beam with diffraction 
instead of a bundle of perfect collimated rays. Since the Huygens-Fresnel principle 
[25, 106, 107] is the general method for wave propagation and diffraction analysis for 
arbitrary input source, it is obviously applicable to the examination of the speckle 
propagation problem of this thesis. However, analytical solution of the integral is 
usually impossible for all but the simplest diffraction geometries. Furthermore, if the 
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field propagates through a train of optical elements, it will lead to a heavy 
computational burden to calculate the propagation in a step-by-step way. 
Although, the random modulation device introduce in the thesis could be introduced 
in applications with a much more general propagation system, and the propagation 
could be numerically computed by the Huygens-Fresnel principle. The discussion 
within this thesis will be confined to system under approximation as well as a near 
perpendicularly illumination on the surface of device. 
For quadratic optical system under paraxial approximation, the generalized Huygens-
Fresnel integral formulation could be calculated on the basis of the complex ABCD 
matrix theory [108, 109]. The relation between incident field ( )E r  and propagated 
field ( )
oE p  is given by 
      , ,o G d E E r r p rp   (1.6) 
while the Green‘s transform kernel ( , )G r p  is defined as 
     2 2, exp .22 2
jk jk
G A D
B B
     r p r r p p   (1.7) 
In the above equation, k  is the wave number and j  is the imaginary unit. A, B and D 
are the elements of the ABCD ray-transfer matrix [110-114] M  for the whole 
propagation system. M  is determined by the multiplication of all individual optical 
elements’ matrices that must be arranged in inverse order in which the ray physically 
encounters the corresponding elements. This elegant formalism was developed from a 
kind of Linear Canonical Transforms [115, 116], the ABCD matrix formalism [110-
113, 117, 118], and it provides a modular transformation describing the propagation 
system as the cascaded operations of its components. Various classical optical 
elements besides the lens, the free space and the dielectric interfaces are described by 
the 2 2  real-value ray-transfer matrices [84, 110, 117, 118]. Therefore, propagation 
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in many classical optical systems besides free space system, Fourier system, image 
system could be encompassed by Eq. (1.6). 
In particular, Hanson and Yura [108] suggested the Gaussian shaped aperture with 
complex-value matrix in the complex ABCD matrix theory instead of a hard 
truncated aperture. This aperture is invoked for the sake of achieving the analytical 
integrals in equation (1.6) and therefore provides attractable results of the general 
transmission function for optical systems such as the free space system, image system, 
and Fourier system in both the Fresnel and the Fraunhofer diffractions. 
This inherent aperture caters to the common Gaussian beam source in speckle 
investigations. For example, the irradiance on the beam cross section of commonly 
used He-Ne lasers is given by a Gaussian function. For an illuminating Gaussian 
beam source with a 
21 e  intensity radius sr , the spot size sr  is omitted on purpose 
while calculating the global ABCD matrix, but a limited Gaussian aperture [108-121] 
will be added in as the first device in train to compensate, whose matrix M  is given 
by 
 
1 0
1
R
j
z
 
 
  
 
M   (1.8) 
The parameter Rz  in equation (1.8) is Rayleigh range defined as 
 
2 2R sz kr   (1.9) 
For a typical 633nm He-Ne laser which is often cited as example in discussions later, 
if the aperture radius sr is 0.1mm, we have 5Rz  m. In the following discussions, the 
system is simplified as circular symmetric, and the intermediary is assumed to be 
non-absorbing medium. The turbulent inhomogeneity of the transfer medium is not 
taken into account. There is no cross talk between the two orthogonally polarized 
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wave components during propagation, which is ensured by the definition of the 
propagation equation. 
At last, for the integral results from complex ABCD theory, a succinct discussion 
about its specific scope of application will be provided. Generally speaking, the 
complex ABCD theory is based on general Fresnel diffraction formula due to its 
integral form with Green function, and sets restriction of applicable propagation 
distance. The calculation results are valid when the separation of the optical elements 
is large compared with the beam size [109], and this sets restriction of applicable 
propagation distance to meet the paraxial approximation. This formulation is accurate 
in the Fresnel zone and is adequate to describe the beam propagation problems arising 
in this thesis. The free space propagation system employed as an example was 
explained well by J. Goodman in Chapter 4 of [84] and E. Wolf in Chapter 8 of [25]. 
Usually, a view angle no more than 30 degree or 0.5 rad would be acceptable as 
described by Siegman, Anthony E [110]. Furthermore, as Goodman has pointed out, 
the Fresnel approximation could also provide a very high accuracy even when the 
observation point approaches the diffracting aperture. We could say, for most of the 
propagation range we considered, the ABCD theory is valid. 
1.2 Objective and organization of the thesis 
To provide a deep insight into the statistical properties of a stochastic electromagnetic 
field with random change of polarization and the polarization speckle arising from it, 
a rough-surfaced retardation plate is introduced as a depolarizer for generation of the 
specially modulated field with prescribed statistical properties. The statistical 
analyses of the modulated field next to the plate are carried out in a vectorial form on 
the basis of the 2 2  beam coherence-polarization matrix. Depending on the extent of 
the surface roughness, its modulation behaviour to electric field is discussed under 
three conditions: the common rough-surface model, the gentle rough-surface model 
and the extremely rough-surface model. Within the framework of the complex ABCD 
matrix theory including inherent Gaussian apertures, analytical results for the 
propagation of polarization speckle in general optical systems are derived under the 
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paraxial approximation. The evolution of the degree of coherence and polarization on 
propagation is also illustrated. 
The investigation is not only vital for the promotion of the advanced modulation 
device for statistical analysis of vectorial electromagnetic, but also crucial for the 
development of metrology methods based on polarization speckle. This thesis will 
focus on the investigation to answer the following questions: 
 Could the decorrelation and depolarization effects to the whole field be 
realized simultaneously by a compact system consisting of a single device? 
 For the random field generated by a rough-surfaced retardation plate, how will 
the polarization state vary on propagation and with different locations on the 
cross section of the beam? 
 How will the roughness and the birefringent refractive indices affect the 
statistical parameters of the resultant field including the degree of coherence 
and the degree of polarization? 
 What is the quantitative relationship between the features of propagation 
system and the statistical properties of the propagated speckle on the 
observation plane? 
 What are the new features of the shape and dynamic properties of the 
generated polarization speckle? 
 Instead of the rough-surfaced retardation plate, is depolarizer consisting of 
random polarizer array able to generate polarization speckles? And what are 
the statistical properties of the generated speckle? 
The presentation of this thesis is organised as follows: 
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Firstly in Chapter 2, the basic surface model of rough-surfaced retardation plate is 
briefly introduced. For rough-surfaced retardation plate generating fully developed 
polarization speckle, the statistical properties of the resultant field are investigated in 
the form of a 2 2  beam coherence-polarization matrix. Analytical description of the 
coherence and polarization propagation will be expressed in terms of the matrix 
elements. Then in Chapter 3, the subject is the analytic conclusion about the statistical 
properties of the random electromagnetic field and the arising partially developed 
polarization speckle in vector form. The concise derivation of the propagation of 
coherence and polarization for general system will be provided within the framework 
of complex ABCD matrix theory. As a general demonstration of vectorial Van 
Cittert-Zernike theorem, the topic about the incoherent partially polarized field 
generated by an extremely rough-surfaced retardation plate and its propagation will 
be discussed in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 addresses the dynamic statistical properties of 
polarization speckle generated by a moving rough-surfaced retardation plate in the 
form of 2 2  time-lagged beam coherence-polarization matrix. The sensitivities of 
spatial-temporal characteristics of the dynamic polarization speckle to the plate 
surface structures, motion characters and the features of propagation system are 
discussed and interpreted. In Chapter 6, a random polarizer array is proposed as an 
alternative design scheme of depolarizer to generate polarization speckle with non-
uniformly distributed polarization states. Finally, the summary of the main 
conclusions along with an outlook for future research work is given in Chapter 7. 
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Chapter 2  
Statistics of Fully Developed Polarization Speckle 
Generated by a Rough-surfaced Retardation Plate 
Depolarizer 
The coherence and polarization of polarization speckle, arising from a 
stochastic electromagnetic field with random change of polarization, 
modulated by a depolarizer are examined on the basis of the beam coherence-
polarization matrix. The depolarizer is a rough-surfaced retardation plate with 
a random function of position introducing random phase differences between 
the two orthogonal components of the electric vector, thus imposing 
simultaneous depolarization and decorrelation on incident field. Under the 
assumption of Gaussian statistics with zero mean, the surface model for the 
depolarizer of the rough-surfaced retardation plate is obtained. The 
propagation of the modulated fields through any quadratic optical system is 
examined within the framework of the complex ABCD-matrix theory to show 
how the degrees of coherence and the degree of polarization of the beam 
change on propagation, including propagation in free space. 
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2.1 Introduction 
Statistical properties of laser speckle have long been a subject of great importance in 
a broad area of physical optics and have received much attention due to its wide 
applications [1, 2, 29, 73]. In the majority of studies on laser speckle phenomena, 
these random optical fields have been traditionally treated as scalar optical fields 
without polarization information. Recently, statistical properties of random electric 
vector fields, referred to as polarization speckle, have attracted new research interest 
because of their theoretical importance and experimental interest in biology and 
metrology [34, 122]. Although a number of different methods have been proposed to 
produce polarization speckle in experimental studies [16, 101, 123], it is not an easy 
task to prepare the random vector fields with prescribed statistical properties, and 
therefore, their applicability has been somewhat limited. 
On the other hand, a depolarizer is an optical device used to scramble the polarization 
of incident light [124]. In some applications such as spectrometry, even slight 
polarization of light can be a serious nuisance to the examination of specimens with 
polarizing tendencies; therefore, a depolarizer has been used to produce a random 
polarized output. So far, all the commercially available depolarizers consist of two 
pieces of components optically contacted to form a compound plate with at least one 
piece of birefringent material. Any ray passing through the depolarizer effectively 
introduces a varying phase difference between the two components of the electric 
field across the beam’s cross section due to the thickness variation of the birefringent 
plate. Yet, as we know, for an input beam with uniform polarization, the output 
polarization from all commercially available depolarizers will be pseudo-random with 
a spatially periodic variation across the beam’s cross section. An ideal depolarizer 
would give rise to really random polarized light, whatever its input polarization. To 
overcome this difficulty of pseudo-randomness in the polarization state, a number of 
different methods have been proposed [125-128]. One of the most promising methods 
among them is the use of a plate made of a birefringent material with a rough surface 
[125, 126]. Although this device has been proposed as early as in the 1960s, its strong 
capability and great importance to scramble the polarization state of the input light 
and to generate random electric fields have not yet received due attention. Therefore, 
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a theoretical and mathematical analysis of the physical properties that can 
characterize this efficient and practical field modulation device has not yet, to our 
knowledge, been elaborated. 
In this chapter, we present a model for this depolarizer consisting of a rough-surfaced 
retardation plate. Within the framework of the complex ABCD method, the statistical 
properties of polarization speckle generated by the depolarizer are discussed. 
Following this, we examine the evolution of random electric fields modulated by the 
depolarizer to show how the spatial coherence and the polarization of such a beam 
changes during propagation. 
2.2 Preliminary and formulation of the problem 
 
Figure 2.1 Schematic of the basic setup to examine the coherence and 
polarization properties of the electric field modulated by a rough-surfaced 
retardation plate traveling through a complex ABCD optical system  
The concept of spatial coherence including spatial polarization effects for random 
vector electric fields has been studied extensively, where the two complex 
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components of the electric vector ( ) { ( ), ( )}x yE EE r r r  obey circular symmetric 
Gaussian statistics. Before explaining the proposed surface models for the rough-
surfaced retardation plate, we first briefly review the propagation of coherence and 
polarization in arbitrary optical system after the beam has passed a birefringent plate 
with known statistical properties.  
Figure 2.1 shows the optical system that forms the basis of the chapter, where an 
incident beam with its width sr  and wave vector k  is incident on the depolarizer with 
its statistical properties proposed in Section 2.3. The modulated light will pass 
through the optical ABCD system and arrive at the observation plane, where the 
statistical properties such as coherence and polarization have undergone changes. The 
second-order statistical properties of the stochastic vector electric fields are 
conveniently described by a 2 2  beam coherence-polarization matrix [31, 34] 
 
**
1 21 2
1 2 * *
1 2 1 2
( ) ( )( ) ( )
( )
( , ) ,
( ) ( ) ( )
x yx x
y yy x
E EE E
E E E E
 
 
 
 
r rr r
W r r
r r r r
  (2.1) 
where the asterisk * means complex conjugate, and angular brackets  denote 
ensemble average. On the basis of the above beam coherence-polarization matrix, two 
parameters of primary interest, i.e., the degree of coherence   and degree of 
polarization P defined in Eq. (1.4) and (1.5) could be extracted from matrix elements 
of Eq. (2.1). 
As the incident electric field passes through a depolarizer, the beam coherence-
polarization matrix is changed accordingly. Let ( )i 1 2W r ,r  be the beam coherence-
polarization matrix of the incident beam and ( )T r  be the transmission matrix (also 
named as Jones matrix or ray-transfer matrix) of the depolarizer [118, 129]. Then the 
beam coherence-polarization matrix  1 2,
t
W r r  of the electric field just behind the 
depolarizer is given [31, 13] 
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        †1 2 1 1 2 2, , ,
t iW r r T r W r r T r   (2.2) 
where the dagger †  denotes the Hermitian conjugate and the superscript i  or t  
represents incident or transmission fields before and after passing through the 
depolarizer, respectively. The beam coherence-polarization matrix in Eq. (2.2) is 
assumed to arise from transmission through the depolarizer with its surface described 
by the statistical properties. Under the paraxial approximation, the propagation of the 
beam coherence-polarization matrix through a complex ABCD optical system is 
given by 
 
*
1 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) .
o t G G d d 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2W p ,p W r ,r r ,p r ,p r r   (2.3) 
where the superscript o  indicates the fields at the observation plane, and the Green’s 
function in the matrix formalism is  
     2 2, exp .22 2
jk jk
G A D
B B
     r p r r p p   (2.4) 
In the equation above, j  is the imaginary unit and the A, B and D are complex values 
that can be determined by multiplying the matrices for all the individual optical 
components in the optical train, i.e., lenses, free space propagation, and apertures 
[108, 110]. The benefit of the above expression in Eq. (2.4) is that it usually enables 
us to give an analytical result, covering a broad range of optical systems. In arriving 
at the above expression, we have tacitly assumed that the refractive indices in the 
input and output planes are identical but not necessarily unity. 
2.3 Modulation behaviour of a rough-surfaced retardation plate 
to incident beam 
The depolarizer analysed in this chapter employs a plate of birefringent material with 
a rough surface. From the principle of operation for a retardation plate, it resolves an 
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incident beam of polarized light into two orthogonal components; retards the phase of 
one component relative to the other; then recombines the components into a single 
beam with changed polarization state. The birefringence will depend on the plate 
thickness of the material as well as the wavelength of the incident light and the 
birefringence value. Thus, if the retardation plate has a surface roughness on the order 
of the polarization beat length 
x yn n    with   being wavelength of light in 
vacuum and mn  ( , )m x y  being the corresponding refractive index for the 
birefringent material [130], a light beam coming from such a surface will contain rays 
with all states of polarization. For the sake of simplicity in the derivation, we will 
assume the statistics of the surface to be space and time independent, i.e., stationary 
and homogeneity in the micro-structure are invoked. Finally, we will also assume the 
intensity transmission coefficient for the retardation plate with a rough surface to be 
equal to unity. It should be noticed that the surface model, derived here, is addressed 
with respect to a transparent structure, while the model is equally applicable for the 
analysis of reflective structures. 
 
Figure 2.2 Diagram of depolarizer: rough-surfaced retardation plate 
Figure 2.2 shows the schematic diagram of such depolarizer: rough-surfaced 
retardation plate with a line connecting the notches indicating the optical axis of the 
birefringent material. Suppose now that the rough-surfaced retardation plate is 
aligned along the y  axis with the incident field perpendicular to the depolarizer. For 
a “thin” device without taking internal reflection and scattering into account, the 
transmission matrix then becomes [129] 
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where | |k k  is the wave number of light in vacuum, ( )d r  is the local thickness, 
and ( ) ( ) ( 1)m md k n  r r , ( , )m x y  is the effective phase delay for the x  or y  
components of the electric fields introduced by an optical path passing through the 
retardation plate with surface thickness fluctuation and the remaining region of free 
space. Thus, the relative phase shift between the two orthogonal components 
) ( )( y xn nk d   r  proportional to the local thickness varies with the local position; 
therefore the rough-surfaced retardation plate forms an effective depolariser to 
introduce random polarization transformations.  
To understand the performance of the rough-surfaced retardation plate as a 
depolarizer, we first derive the beam coherence-polarization matrix of the modulated 
fields just behind the depolarizer. After substitution of Eq. (2.5) into Eq. (2.2), we 
have 
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  (2.6) 
When Eq. (2.6) was derived, we have made use of the fact that the coherence property 
of the incident field and the correlation property of the depolarizer are statistically 
independent and the ensemble average denoted by angular brackets has been taken 
over the rough-surfaced retardation plate.  
We recognize every element in the beam coherence-polarization matrix in Eq. (8) as 
being closely related to the characteristic function of the random variable
1 2 1 2( ) ( 1( , ) ( ) ( 1)) llm md k n d k n    r r r r , ( , = , )l m x y  [29]. In fact we can write, 
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   1exp ( ) | ,lmj      M lm   (2.7) 
where ( )
lm
M  is the characteristic function of the random variable lm [29]. We 
now take advantage of the assumption that the probability distributions for the phase 
delays (or equivalently the random surface-thickness) are Gaussian and their statistics 
are isotropic. Further progress can be made in a similar way used to describe the 
Gaussian random-phase screen [2, 29]. The characteristic function of the phase 
difference is  
 
2
1exp ( , )ex ,
2
p{ } lmlm lmj j

 

 
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  
2r r   (2.8) 
where 
2
lm
   is the variance of the phase shift. On the basis of the relationship 
between the phase delay and the local depolarizer thickness, the average value of the 
relative phase shift can be evaluated as 
 1 1 (( , ) ( ) ( )1) ( 1)ll mm k n kd d n    2 2r r r r   (2.9) 
Notice the fact that the average surface thickness ( )d r  in the retardation place will 
make no contribution to the scrambling of the polarization state of the incident beam 
as a depolarizer and therefore can tacitly be assumed to be zero without loss of 
generality. Therefore, the variance of the relative phase shift is 
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2 2
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  (2.10) 
Next, we make a convenient mathematical assumption about the form of the surface 
thickness correlation function, namely, let 
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where 1 2  r r r , dr  is the radius at which the normalized surface thickness 
correlation falls to 1 e , and 2d  is the variance of the local surface thickness. We 
then have  
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  (2.14) 
Equations (2.12)-(2.14) provide us with the desired correlation properties for the 
depolarizer of the rough-surfaced retardation plate and can be considered as one of 
the prime results of this chapter to describe the correlation properties of the scattered 
electric field and the surface thickness fluctuations of the birefringent material 
without any restriction on the incident source. Notice that the correlation widths 
measured by the width of the curves at their half-maxima are different for every 
element in the beam coherence-polarization matrix, thus indicating different “average 
widths” of a polarization speckle along the x  and y  direction. It’s the birefringence 
associated with the rough-surfaced retardation plate that introduces the anisotropy for 
the generated polarization speckle with difference average width. 
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Under the assumption of a large surface roughness with large phase variance, owing 
to the smaller lateral distance required to obtain a phase difference of 2 , we can 
make further progress. In this case, the second exponential term in Eq. (2.12)-(2.14) 
may be series expanded, and only the first two terms in the series are essential [131]. 
For 2 2 2( )(1 1 (2 ))l m dn n k     , ( , , )l m x y  , we directly have 
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The approximation in Eq. (2.15) has resulted in the breaking down of the double 
exponential into a single exponential, thus facilitating further mathematical analysis 
in order to later arrive at an analytical solutions for the propagation of the beam 
coherence-polarization matrix  through a complex ABCD optical system. 
2.4 Changes in the degree of polarization and the degree of 
coherence on propagation 
We now have the necessary tools to calculate the propagation of the beam coherence-
polarization matrix through an optical system when the electric fields are modulated 
by the given depolarizer. For demonstration purpose only, and without loss of 
generality, we will perform our calculations only for an incident field that is a linearly 
polarized, spatially coherent Gaussian beam with the electric field, thus making an 
angle   with the x  axis. 
According to the Eq. (2.1), the beam coherence-polarization matrix for the linearly 
polarized Gaussian beam just in front of the depolarizer is given by,  
 1
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where oI  is the on-axis intensity of the incident field. On substituting from Eq. (2.15) 
and Eq. (2.16) into Eq. (2.6), we obtain the expressions for each element in the beam 
coherence-polarization matrix of the initially linearly polarized beam just behind the 
depolarizer 
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Our interest here is the static random spatial distribution of the state of polarization of 
the modulated electric fields. To describe the statistical property of such fields, we 
have replaced the conventional time average by spatial average for ensemble average 
in Eq.(2.1) [16, 132]. On substituting from Eqs. (2.17)-(2.19) into Eq.(1.5), we obtain 
the expression of the spatial degree of polarization for the modulated fields by the 
depolarizer. That is 
  2 22 2sin 1 exp ,( )( ) 1 dt x yP k n n      r   (2.20) 
which is a constant no matter where the observation point is chosen. As expected, a 
perfectly polarized coherent incident beam has become spatially partially polarized or 
depolarized after passing through the static depolarizer. To provide physical insight 
into these results, we consider three special cases, namely, 0   ,      and 
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2   . When 0   or 2    where the polarization direction of the incident 
electric field vector is parallel or perpendicular to the optical axis of the rough-
surfaced retardation plate, the spatial degree of polarization equals one, i.e., 
0, 2(r) | 1
tP    , thus indicating that the polarization state for the incident field will be 
maintained without depolarization effect. One the other hand, when     , the 
spatial degree of polarization attains its minimum value, i.e., 
2 2 2
4(r) | exp{ ( ) }
t
d x yP k σ n n      indicating the best performance for the depolarizer 
to scramble the incident polarization. This is a direct consequence of the fact that the 
depolarizer plate has strong polarization dependence, as already demonstrated. In a 
similar way, the degree of spatial coherence of the modulated electric fields behind 
the depolarizer is obtained by use of Eqs. (2.17)-(2.19) and Eq. (1.4) on the basis of 
the spatial average, thus giving 
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indicating that spatially partial coherence has been achieved for the transmitted fields 
regardless of the incident polarization angle.  
We next consider the propagation of the electric field just behind the depolarizer of a 
rough-surfaced retardation plate illustrated by a linearly polarized Gaussian beam. 
After substitution of Eqs. (2.17)-(2.19) into Eq. (2.3), the beam coherence-
polarization matrix after passing the ABCD system can now be written as 
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where 1 2( , ; )
ABCD
aW p p  is an integral function with a parameter   evaluated 
analytically as 
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 (2.23) 
When Eq. (2.23) is evaluated, we have intentionally omitted the illuminating beam 
size sr  and possible radius of curvature, as they can conveniently be included as the 
first optical element, i.e., an aperture and a lens, when the total ABCD matrix is 
calculated, just remembering to properly compensate for the incident power in case it 
is held constant and is of importance for the parameters to be found [108]. Equations 
(2.22) and (2.23) provide the analytic results for the propagation of the beam 
coherence-polarization matrix through a complex ABCD optical system. Using these 
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results, along with the formulas in Eqs. (1.4) and (1.5), one can calculate the 
corresponding degree of spatial coherence and spatial degree of polarization of the 
stochastic electric fields in any observation plane 0z   in the case where the 
depolarizer is illuminated by a linearly polarized Gaussian electromagnetic beam. 
As an example, we will consider a typical case of free space propagation over a 
distance 0z   with a preceding aperture of size sr  to compensate the spot size, as 
shown in Figure 2.1. The corresponding ABCD matrix can be written as 
 
1 /
/ 1
R
R
jz z z
j z
 
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M ，  (2.24) 
where Rz  is the Rayleigh range 
2 2R sz kr . By substituting these elements of the 
ABCD matrix into Eq. (2.23), one can study the changes in the degree of polarization 
and the degree of coherence for free space propagation. To present some numerical 
examples, we have taken the following parameters: 1mmsr  , 0.1mmdr  , 
0.633μm  , 2.073μmd  , 1.486xn   and 1.658yn   for the birefringent 
material: Calcite [133]. 
Figures 2.3(a)-(c) show the degree of polarization of the polarization speckle for free-
space propagation, plotted against the normalized propagation distance Rz z  and 
normalized lateral distance measured in spot size sp r  for some selected values of 
the polarization angle 6  ,     and 3  , respectively. As expected, the degree of 
polarization changes appreciably depending on the propagation distance z  and on the 
polarization angle of incident beam. Instead of a uniform distribution for the 
modulated electric fields just behind the depolarizer, the spatial degree of polarization 
for the polarization speckle after propagation does not remain uniform. Such 
behaviour is in agreement with some early studies on the changes on polarizations of 
light on propagation [8, 13]. 
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Figures 2.3(d)-(f) give the absolute values of the degree of coherence of the 
polarization speckle generated by the depolarizer at two positions 1 2  p p p  
located symmetrically with respect to the z  axis along the normalized propagation 
distance. It can readily be seen that the degree of coherence takes a large value close 
to unity for two points located near the optical axis. These figures indicate how the 
degree of coherence evolves for the selected polarization angle of the incident beam. 
Here it’s also interesting to notice that the different polarization angles for the 
incident beams have little effect on the coherence propagation. 
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(a)                                                              (d) 
 
 
(b)                                                              (e) 
 
 
(c)                                                              (f) 
Figure 2.3 Degree of polarization (left column) and coherence (right 
column) for free-space propagation. The angles of incidence of the 
polarized light are: 6  ,    , and 3  .  
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2.5 Conclusion 
In summary, we have examined the degree of coherence and degree of polarization of 
the polarization speckle generated by the depolarizer of rough-surfaced retardation 
plate. Under the Gaussian assumption, we have presented a model for the rough-
surfaced retardation plate acting as a depolarizer and have established a close 
relationship between the correlation of the scattered electric fields and the surface 
thickness fluctuations for a polarization-sensitive surface of a birefringent material. 
Within the framework of the complex ABCD method, we have also studied the 
changes in the degree of polarization and the degree of coherence for the generated 
polarization speckle on propagation in free space. In particular, we have shown that 
the degree of polarization becomes nonuniform depending on the propagation 
distance and the polarization angle of the incident beam despite its uniform 
distribution across the source beam cross section. Further, a systematic analysis of the 
depolarization effect introduced by the rough-surfaced retardation plate is important 
because it will facilitate our understanding of the polarization speckle generation. 
Hence, this chapter can provide practical insight into a wide class of phenomena 
associated with the random polarization. 
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Chapter 3  
Statistics of Partially Developed Polarization 
Speckle Generated by Gentle Rough-surfaced 
Retardation Plate Depolarizer 
For a rough-surfaced retardation plate as a particular polarization-dependent 
phase modulation device, its performance is affected by its surface roughness 
structures. In the previous chapter, its decorrelation and depolarization effect 
have been investigated under an assumption of rough surface model with great 
covariance of thickness fluctuation, and then fully developed speckle is able 
to be generated by this plate. In this chapter, the analysis of the rough-
surfaced retardation plate will continue but focuses on a gentle roughness 
model. While the thickness fluctuation is relatively small, the partially 
developed speckle will be generated. The statistics of partially developed 
polarization speckle with nonuniform spatial distribution of polarization state 
will be discussed in the form of matrix elements of beam coherence-
polarization matrix. The propagation of the partially developed speckle will be 
traced within the framework of complex ABCD matrix theory under paraxial 
approximation to reveal the evolution of its degree of coherence and 
polarization on propagation. The differences of statistical features to the fully 
developed polarization speckle are also illustrated. 
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3.1 Introduction  
The research work in the chapter is considered as the natural extension of the 
discussion in the last chapter for the rough-surfaced retardation plate, with a different 
extent of the surface roughness, and thus generated random vector electromagnetic 
field with different modulation depth. The rough-surfaced retardation plate’s 
modulation behaviour to the field determined by its surface-roughness and 
birefringence, together with the variation tendency of the field’s statistical properties 
on propagation will still be the major concerns. Unless otherwise specified, the 
notations of the last chapter will be cited directly.  
In the previous chapter, the rough-surfaced retardation plate with a great roughness 
model implying 2 2 2( )(1 1 (2 ))l m dn n k      is applied to generate fully polarized 
speckle, and has been statistically studied in the vectorial form. Randomly distributed 
phase difference between the two orthogonal components of the electric field on the 
beam cross section is brought in by the random thickness variation of the birefringent 
plate, and thus, the depolarization and decorrelation effects are realized. These 
modulation effects imposed on incident beam show significant dependence on the 
statistical description of the plate’s surface roughness. Since the variety of roughness 
models and resulted polarization speckles are far beyond what can be covered, a 
widely accepted Gaussian-Gaussian roughness model with great covariance of 
thickness fluctuation compared with wavelength was discussed first. Analytical 
conclusions about the statistical properties of the modulated field were derived under 
this assumption, and then promoted the statistical study of the propagated polarization 
speckle in optical systems. 
To provide a more comprehensive understanding of the modulation performance of 
rough-surfaced retardation plate, the same kind of depolarizer with different extent of 
the surface roughness needs to be investigated too. In this chapter, a gentle rough 
surface model accompanied with resultant partially developed speckle will be 
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discussed in a vectorial context. By “gentle rough” surface, we mean a rough-
surfaced retardation plate producing random phase fluctuations 1( )m dn k ,
( , )m x y  that are smaller than or comparable to 2  radians. For the investigation 
about its modulation behaviour and the propagation of the polarization and coherence 
properties in general optical systems, the research work will also be carried out in 
form of the 2 2  beam coherence-polarization matrix in company with complex 
ABCD theory. 
3.2 Modulation behaviour of gentle rough-surfaced retardation 
plate to incident beam 
The setup of the optical system that forms the basis for this chapter is the same as the 
diagram shown in Figure 2.1. For a rough-surfaced retardation plate employed as 
depolarizer, its optical axis will be aligned along the y  axis. Therefore, its 
transmission matrix T  is given by [129] 
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where mn ( , )m x y  denotes the refractive indices of the birefringent material, | |k k  
is the wave number of light in vacuum, and ( ) ( ) ( 1)m md k n  r r  is the effective 
phase delay for corresponding component of the electric fields proportional to the 
local thickness ( )d r . The transmission matrix T governs the relationship = itE E T  
between the incident field iE  just before the plate and the transmission field tE after 
the plate. It is easy to find that the random polarization transformation will be 
introduced as a result of the phase shift ( ) ( )y xk n dn  r  between the two orthogonal 
components of local field dominated by the random thickness variation of the plate. 
Employ the statistical independence between the correlation property of the plate 
surface roughness and the coherence state of the incident field, a 2 2  beam 
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coherence-polarization matrix for the modulated field at points 1r  and 2r  could be 
established 
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  (3.2) 
To evaluate the characteristic functions 1 2( , )exp{ }lmj  r r  of the corresponding 
random variables 1 2 1 2( ) ( 1( , ) ( ) ( 1)) llm md k n d k n    r r r r , ( , = , )l m x y  in elements 
of the Eq. (3.2), an assumption about the statistics of the random surface thickness 
( )d r  has to be made. The most commonly adopted Gaussian-Gaussian model [29, 
64, 134] is utilized again for further progress. Thus, the surface thickness fluctuation 
is a zero mean Gaussian distribution. At the same time, the lateral correlation of 
thickness is given by a Gaussian function of distance between points 1 2  r r r : 
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where dr  is the scale of the lateral correlation length and 
2
d  depicts the covariance 
of surface roughness. Following similar steps in the last chapter, we arrive at an exact 
expression 
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  (3.4) 
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This is general conclusion for Gaussian-Gaussian model with arbitrary extent of the 
surface roughness. While the assumption of large surface roughness implying 
2 2 2( )(1 1 (2 ))l m dn n k      leads to a Gaussian approximation in Eq. (2.15) for 
rough-surfaced retardation plate discussed in Chapter 2, the classical method to 
handle the double exponential function in Eq. (3.4) for a gentle rough to smooth 
surface[135, 136] model producing small random phase fluctuations is expanding it 
into an infinite Taylor series for further discussion[131, 137]. The advantage is a 
good accuracy for any roughness models, if the number of the Taylor series terms 
included in numerical calculation is large enough. However, a long computation time 
will be required, and it is hard to conclude a result in close-term from this pure 
numerical approximation. To simplify the analysis and mathematical derivation of the 
field modulation, a modified approximation as a combination of a constant and a 
Gaussian function was proposed by B. Rose, H. Imam, S. G. Hanson, and H.T. Yura 
[137, 138] for the analysis of scalar speckle. With essential amendment and 
derivations, it is now extended to describe the vectory coherence properties of 
partially developed polarization speckle originated form the random electric field 
modulated by a gentle rough-surfaced retardation plate. By this way, for gentle 
rough-surfaced retardation plate discussed here, Eq. (3.4) is approximately rewritten 
as 
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where lmc  is a parameter given by 
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As a consequence, the double exponential in Eq. (3.4) is simplified into a 
combination of Gaussian function with a constant. As we will demonstrate in the 
following section, on the basis of this result, analytical expression of the beam 
coherence-polarization matrix for propagated speckle is now able to be derived.  
3.3 Evolution of the polarization and coherence properties on 
propagation for polarization speckle generated by gentle rough-
surfaced retardation plate 
The propagation analysis of the polarization speckle generated by a given gentle 
rough-surfaced retardation plate is now able to be conducted within the frame work of 
complex ABCD theory under paraxial approximation. Although the conclusion in 
section 3.2 for plate modulation is applicable for general incident source and without 
specific restriction, we will implement the following investigation in virtue of a 
spatial coherent Gaussian beam with a polarization angle   to x  axis and 1 e  
amplitude radius sr  as an example. The corresponding beam coherence-polarization 
matrix for Gaussian beam just in front of the depolarizer is  
 1
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Apply the 1 2( , )
iW r r  in Eq. (3.7) and approximation in Eq. (3.5) to the definition of 
1 2( , )
tW r r  in Eq. (3.2), the beam coherence-polarization matrix of the random field 
after the plate that was modulated from the Gaussian beam could be written as 
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The fact has to be emphasized is that: the non-zero residual values in the expression 
of the above matrix elements for large point distancer  are the indication of the non-
negligible specular components in the modulated field. This phenomenon is 
associated with the growth of rates of specular and scattered (diffused) components in 
respect to the decreasing d  for smoother surface model. It well coincides with our 
everyday experience and that is we mean by “partially developed” for the random 
electric field generated from the gentle rough-surfaced retardation plate. The fraction 
of the specular components in each 1 2( , )
t
lmW r r , ( , = , )l m x y is given by 
2 2 2 2[( 1exp ) ( 1) ] /{ 2}d l mk n n    . 
To assess the depolarization effect of the given depolarizer, we examine the degree of 
polarization for the modulated electric field first. By substituting matrix elements in 
Eq. (3.8) into Eq. (1.5), the ( )
tP r  is obtained 
  2 22 2sin 1 exp ,( )( ) 1 dt x yP k n n      r   (3.9) 
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which is a spatially independent constant for the modulation field over the back 
surface of the depolarizer, and indicates the depolarization effect uniformly imposed 
on the linearly polarized incident field. The minimum degree of polarization is gained 
if the incident Gaussian beam is polarized by an angle     . To adjust the 
depolarization depth of the gentle rough-surfaced retardation plate applied to incident 
source, one only needs to rotate the depolariser. By this, generated partially 
depolarized field with prescribed degree of polarization within 1~
 2 22exp ( )x ydk n n  could be simply produced. The dependence of depolarization 
performance on the source polarization angle could also be considered as an 
illustration of the birefringence of the plate material. Compare with the depolarizer 
model with great roughness surface in Chapter 2, though the mathematical 
expressions of the degrees of polarization are the same for modulated fields by both 
depolarizers, the depolarization ability of the gentle rough-surfaced retardation plate 
is significantly weaker due to a smaller thickness fluctuation 2d . It well coincides 
with our physical intuition. 
Another statistical parameter of the randomly modulated field, the degree of 
coherence could be derived by Eq.(3.8) and the definition in Eq. (1.4), thus giving 
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The decorrelation effect introduced to the transmitted fields has been demonstrated by 
this parameter. Compared with the depolarizer model with great roughness surface in 
Chapter 2, the weaker value of degrees of polarization Eq. (3.10) indicates that the 
rough-surfaced retardation plate will introduce weaker depolarization effect to 
incident the source. 
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In order to evaluate the propagated partially developed speckle on the observation 
plane, and to examine the polarization and coherence state undergoing change on 
propagation, we will continue our discussion and derive the beam coherence-
polarization matrix of the modulated field discussed above after the propagated 
within a complex ABCD system. Recall the integral relation between the beam 
coherence-polarization matrix 1 2( , )
tW r r  of the modulation field after plate and the 
beam coherence-polarization matrix ( )o 1 2W p ,p  for the propagated field on the 
observation plane indicated in Eq.(2.3), the analytical expression of ( )o 1 2W p ,p  could 
be calculated and given by  
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where two integral functions  1 2,
ABCD
bW p p  and  1 2, ;
ABCD
aW p p  are evaluated 
analytically as 
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and  
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One thing to point out here is the omitting of the illuminating beam size sr  in the 
Calculation of above integrals. As we have mentioned before in the introduction of 
complex ABCD theory: a Gaussian aperture lens is included as the first element while 
the ABCD matrix is calculated for the whole system. Thus, illumination beam shape 
is catered by this proper compensation, and it will also simplify the mathematical 
work significantly. 
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As a result, for field propagated through arbitrary complex ABCD optical system 
under paraxial approximation, the beam coherence-polarization matrix is expressed in 
an analytic form. It is now practicable to investigate the statistical properties of the 
random electric fields on the observation plane with a distance 0z  , especially the 
degree of polarization and the degree of coherence by definitions in Eq. (1.4) and Eq. 
(1.5), while the gentle rough-surfaced retardation plate is placed perpendicularly 
illuminated by a linearly polarized Gaussian incident beam. 
To provide more natural perception of the relevant phenomena, the propagation in a 
classical space system over a distance 0z   will be discussed as an example. The 
ABCD matrix of the whole propagation including a preceding aperture to compensate 
the spot size sr  is given by 
 
1 /
/ 1
R
R
jz z z
j z
 
  
 
M ，  (3.14) 
where Rz  is the Rayleigh range 
2 2R sz kr . It is straightforward to obtain the 
corresponding expression of beam coherence-polarization matrix by substituting the 
ABCD parameters in Eq. (3.14) into the Eq. (3.11), and then reduce the degree of 
polarization and the degree of coherence for the free space propagation. To present 
the variation of statistical parameters on propagation more visually, and to provide an 
intuitive sense about the plate’s modulation performance, we offer a numerical 
example here. The following system parameters are adopted: 1mmsr  , 0.1mmdr  , 
0.633μm  , 0.982μmd  , 1.486xn   and 1.658yn   for the birefringent 
material: Calcite[133]. In this case, the phase fluctuations 1( )m dn k , ( , )m x y  
introduced to the random electric field just behind the gentle rough-surfaced 
retardation plate are smaller than or comparable to 2  radians. For polarization 
speckle arising from this random modulated field after free-space propagation, the 
degree of polarization ( )
oP p  plotted against the normalized propagation distance 
Rz z  and the normalized lateral distance measured in spot size sp r  for some 
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selected values of the polarization angle 6  ,     and 3   are shown below. At 
the same time, for the polarization speckle on observation plane with a distance away 
in free space system, the degree of coherence ( )o 1 2p ,p  for the generated speckle at 
two positions 1p and 2p  symmetrically located with respect to the z axis are also 
provided. It is plotted against the normalized propagation distance Rz z  and the 
points distance 1 2  p p p  normalized by the incident spot size sr . The figures 
show that, in general, the degree of coherence and degree of polarization will perform 
spatial variations in propagation. That is indicated by the non-uniformly distribution 
on the beam cross section changing along with the increasing propagation distance. 
The dependence of the depolarization effect on the polarization angle of incident 
source is also demonstrated by the differences between figures for degree of 
polarizations with 6   ,     and 3  . The variation trend of the degree of 
coherence is displayed obviously. The ( )o 1 2p ,p  approaching unity near the z axis 
shows the strong correlation between two points located very closely. Along with the 
increasing propagation distance, the lateral correlation length on the observation 
plane is increasing, which is well in accordance with the Van Cittert-Zernike theorem 
for the evolution of the field coherence increasing in propagation. Compared with the 
fully developed speckle discussed in Chapter 2, the lateral correlation length of the 
partially developed speckle on beam cross section seems narrower for observation 
plane with the same distance. 
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(a)                                                              (d) 
 
 
(b)                                                              (e) 
 
 
(c)                                                              (f) 
Figure 3.1 Degree of polarization (left column) and coherence (right 
column) for free-space propagation. The angles of incidence of the 
polarized light are: 6  ,    , and 3  .  
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3.4 Conclusion 
Instead of the rough-surfaced retardation plate with large surface roughness and then 
causing large phase fluctuation to the modulated random field that has been analysed 
in Chapter 2, a gentle rough-surfaced or called as moderate rough-surfaced 
retardation plate is introduced as a depolarizer to generate partially developed 
polarization speckles. For this kind of thin plate with small thickness fluctuation 
causing a phase fluctuation smaller than 2 , the dependence of the modulated electric 
fields’ coherence and polarization on the plate’s surface roughness has been derived 
mathematically with the help of a Gaussian-Gaussian model and necessary numerical 
approximation. 
The polarization-sensitivity of the birefringent plate’s depolarization and 
decorrelation performance is illustrated by the analytical expressions of the degree of 
coherence and degree of polarization for the modulated field just behind the plate. By 
analysing the beam coherence-polarization matrix for the modulated field, the non-
negligible specular components are indicated. That could be treated as the 
embodiment of a weaker ability of the plate with gentle roughness to scramble the 
polarization and coherence states of the incident source, while compared with the 
rougher model in Chapter 2. Within the complex ABCD matrix theory, the spatial 
variations of the degree of polarization and degree of coherence for the generated 
speckle in propagation are also examined. The significant dependence of 
depolarization and decorrelation effects on the polarization angle of the incident 
source and the propagation distance is shown clearly. As the natural extension of the 
work in chapter 2, the discussions and conclusions for a rough-surfaced retardation 
plate with a different extent of the surface roughness definitely enrich our 
understanding of this kind of depolarizer device. Such results will be helpful for 
modulating random vectorial magnetic field with specially prescribed statistical 
properties in theoretical studies. It is also essential for the efficient utilization of this 
kind of device in further applications.  
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Chapter 4  
Statistics of Polarization Speckle Generated by 
Extremely Rough-surfaced Retardation Plate, and 
its Propagation as General Demonstration of 
Vectorial Van Cittert-Zernike Theorem  
We analyse an extremely rough-surfaced retardation plate which realizes 
spatially independent phase modulation for generation of fully developed 
polarization speckle. The 2 2  field coherence and polarization matrix will be 
applied to examine the statistical properties of the generated random 
electromagnetic field behind the depolarizer plate including its coherence and 
polarization states, and the theoretical conclusion about their propagation in a 
general optical system under paraxial approximation will be studied within the 
framework of the complex ABCD-matrix theory. 
A novel method to realize simultaneous depolarization and decorrelation 
effects is proposed by a compact single-device system with this kind of rough-
surfaced retardation plate. Meanwhile, the analytical results of field 
propagation in a general system under the paraxial approximation have been 
derived within the framework of a complex ABCD-matrix system including 
inherent apertures, which is believed to a remarkable example to demonstrate 
the general version of the vectorial counterpart of the scalar Van Cittert-
Zernike theorem for electromagnetic fields. 
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4.1 Introduction  
Polarization and coherence states are usually considered as the most important 
statistical properties of an optical field and have been studied intensely in the past 
decades, especially after the invention of the ideal laser source [1, 2, 25, 29, 31][29]. 
In recent decades, more and more attention was paid to the analysis about the 
vectorial electromagnetic fields described in terms of 2 2  beam coherence-
polarization matrix in space-temporal domain[76, 77] or cross-spectral density matrix 
in spatial-spectral domain [81, 34], especially after the setup of the unified theory of 
coherence and polarization [81]. 
Compared with the traditional scalar field description without polarization 
information, the vectorial form provides an approach to simultaneously investigate 
the evolution of polarization and coherence states that closely intercalate with each 
other. Related phenomena are studied and analysis about their change during 
propagation and nonuniform spatial distribution is conducted [8-14]. The random 
electromagnetic fields, and the resultant polarization speckle on propagation, could be 
applied to facilitate both theoretical and experimental research in optics, and have a 
great potential application prospect [17, 90, 91]. These kinds of modulated partially 
polarized and partially coherent electromagnetic fields with various prescribed 
statistical properties are usually applied as characterized secondary source to facilitate 
investigations. Especially, the requirement of the completely incoherent vectorial 
electromagnetic fields as the source is raised from some research on the vectorial 
extension of conventional Van Cittert-Zernike theorem [139][140]. Gori [76, 79, 141] 
might be the first rsearcher to provide its matrix form in the temporal domain, and 
Ostrovsly [85] achieved similar work in the spectral domain. Soon after, the research 
work about the variation of degree of coherence and degree of polarization within this 
topic was developed both theoretically [79, 88, 142] and experimentally [103] for 
various propagation systems including the free space system and Fourier system. 
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In previous chapters, a depolarizer device, the rough-surfaced retardation plate, was 
utilized to generate polarization speckle [15, 16]. The statistical properties including 
the variation of coherence and polarization states for the modulated field after the 
plate are assessed by the degree of coherence and polarization, and their strong 
dependence on the plate surface model was illustrated. Their evolution during 
propagation in general systems has been investigated too. Since we have proved the 
decorrelation and depolarization capability of the rough-surfaced retardation plate and 
derived their evolution phenomena in propagation, it is quite natural for us to 
consider the rough-surfaced retardation plate with extremely surface roughness to 
provide completely incoherent and partially depolarized field, and to analyse the 
corresponding field propagation for a demonstration of Van Cittert-Zernike theorem 
for electromagnetic field in this chapter. 
The modulated field immediately behind the plate will be considered as a spatially 
incoherent and partially polarized secondary source, and this could be verified by the 
2 2  beam coherence-polarization matrix and corresponding degree of coherence and 
degree of polarization. The coherence and polarization evolution and propagation of 
this secondary source within complex ABCD theory will be derived and expressed in 
an analytic form, which could be considered as a generalization of the vectorial Van 
Cittert-Zernike theorem for a general complex ABCD system under the paraxial 
approximation. 
The analysis based on the spatially independent rough-surfaced retardation plate is 
perfectly consistent with earlier theoretical researches. One can gather physical 
intuition from this practical example which provides demonstration of the vectorial 
Van Cittert – Zernike theorem and the unified theory for coherence and polarization 
of a random beam generated by a compact single-device modulation method. 
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4.2 Generation of spatially incoherent and partially polarized 
random electromagnetic field by an extremely rough-surfaced 
retardation plate 
Similar to the system used to examine the coherence and polarization properties of 
the electric field modulated by a rough-surfaced retardation plate [143], a speckle 
modulation and propagation forming the basis of this chapter is shown in Figure 2.1 
of Chapter 2.  
The extremely rough-surfaced retardation plate is a special kind of rough-surfaced 
retardation plate, whose lateral coherence length of its surface roughness is very small 
together with a great thickness fluctuation covariance. Because of this device 
manufactured from birefringent material causing divergent refractive indices for light 
with different polarization and propagation direction, a phase offset will be 
introduced between two orthogonally polarized components of incident field at a 
point. Since the polarization state of the field is depending on the phase shift 
proportional to the local thickness that is randomly fluctuating, this type of rough-
surfaced retardation plate will not only achieve decorrelation effect to the incident 
field, in the meantime, it will also randomly scramble the polarization state of the 
field on the beam cross section. For the incident field vector ( ) { ( ), ( )}i ix y
i E EE r r r  
illuminating on a rough-surfaced retardation plate perpendicularly located to the 
propagation axis z , the plate provides a constant amplitude transmittance equal to 
unity and randomly varying phase retardance  .  And the phase retardance will be 
different for the orthogonal field components because of the different refractive 
indices depending on polarization of light components. And hence, the transmission 
field tE  after the depolarizer is determined by = itE E T , invoking the corresponding 
transmission matrix (Jones matrix) T  
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where ( ) ( ) ( 1)m md k n  r r , ( , )m x y  is the effective phase delay for the x or y  
components of the electric fields, | |k k is the wave number of light in vacuum, mn
( , )m x y  denotes the refractive indices of the birefringent material, j  is the 
imaginary unit, and ( )d r  is the local thickness. For the modulated field ( )
t
E r , the 
relative phase shift between the two orthogonally polarized wave components 
( ) ( )y xk n dn  r  proportional to the local thickness is randomly fluctuating along with 
the change of point r ’s location. As consequence, the polarization states of the field 
over the plate are randomly changed. For illustration of the statistical properties for 
the modulated fields, we will derive the beam coherence-polarization matrix tW  of 
the modulated fields just behind the depolarizer to demonstrate the relationship 
between incident and modulated fields. The modulation performance of the 
depolarizer will also be indicated clearly in this expression. The roughness statistics 
of the plate surface will be tacitly assumed as both space and time independent; i.e., 
stationarity and homogeneity are invoked. Therefore, the statistics of the surface 
roughness and the effective phase delay introduced will be statistically independent to 
the statistics of the incident field ( )
i
E r . Thus, in the evaluation of ensemble average, 
these two parts could be separated, and we derive the tW  
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  (4.2) 
where the asterisk * means complex conjugate, and angular brackets  denote 
ensemble average as we defined. The random variable 1 2 1 2( , ) ( ) ( )m l ml    r r r r , 
( , = , )l m x y  in matrix elements of Eq. (4.2), is totally determined by the statistics of 
local thickness 1( )d r , 2( )d r . For the sake of simplicity in following derivation, it is 
reasonable to assume that the surface thickness fluctuation is in accordance with the 
most commonly adopted zero mean Gaussian distribution model. Under this 
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condition, random variable 1 2( , )lm r r  is also a Gaussian variable, because both the 
1( )l r  and 2( )m r  are proportional to Gaussian distributed d . Therefore, 
21exp{ ( )},lmj   r r , ( , = , )l m x y in matrix elements as the characteristic function of 
1 2( , )lm r r  is governed by the average and covariance of 1 2( , )lm r r  or equivalently, 
the average and covariance of the random surface-thickness ( )d r  which is conducted 
the same way in Chapter 2 and 3: 
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Furthermore, with the hypothesis of wide-sense stationarity, the lateral correlation of 
the plate thickness will be considered as isotropic and dependent on the spatial 
separation of points 1 2  r r r  by a Gaussian function with a lateral scale dr , and a 
covariance 2d ,  i.e., 
    
2
2
1 2 2
exp .d
d
d d
r

  
  
  
r
r r   (4.4) 
For the extremely rough-surfaced retardation plate in this Gaussian-Gaussian model, 
we could conduct the double exponential expression of 21exp{ ( )},lmj   r r , same as 
the Eq. (2.14) of Chapter 2, which is the general conclusion for any rough-surfaced 
retardation plate with Gaussian-Gaussian roughness model. And considering the great 
phase fluctuation 
2 2 2(n 1)( 1) (2 )dl mn k    ,( , = ,l m x y ), we will then conduct an 
approximation of spatial correlation properties of the phase modulation introduced by 
the plate, which regulate the random disturbance introduced to the incident source, 
and are mainly determined by the statistics of the plate roughness characters [143, 
144] : 
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On the basis of the above conclusions for coherence matrix elements, we extract the 
expressions of the degree of coherence ( )t
1 2
r ,r  and degree of polarization ( )
tP r  
[34] to assess the modulation effect on the polarization and coherence of the field. 
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and 
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  (4.7) 
For the presented discussion about an extremely rough-surfaced retardation plate 
depolarizer, thickness varies rapidly with small lateral correlation length dr  and large 
fluctuation covariance 2d . Under this condition, the exponential terms in 
t  of 
Eq.(4.6) will quickly decrease to a value approaching zero for 0 r , and are equal to 
1 while r  is zero. Thus, we have 
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  (4.8) 
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Hence it could be considered as the verification of a spatial incoherent field generated 
by this extremely rough-surfaced retardation plate, whatever the coherence state of 
the source is. At the same time, the depolarization is illustrating in the decrease of 
degree of polarization in the Eq. (4.7). Thus, as expected, a perfectly polarized 
coherent incident beam has become depolarized and spatial incoherent after passing 
through the extremely rough-surfaced retardation plate. 
Earlier in this section, we patiently and intentionally repeated the derivation similar to 
the conclusion in Chapter 2, to elicit the following careful analysis about the 
incoherent electromagnetic field generated by the extremely rough-surfaced 
retardation plate. It is also important for the introduction of some deliberate 
amendment and special consideration in the description of the electromagnetic field 
propagation as a demonstration of Van Cittert-Zernike theorem for electromagnetic 
field. 
However, preceding the evaluation of the Fresnel-integral to continuing the 
discussion on incoherent polarization speckle’s propagation through a complex 
ABCD optical system, the beam coherence-polarization matrix elements of spatially 
incoherent partially depolarized random electromagnetic field will be approximately 
rewritten in terms of Dirac impulse delta function for further integral calculation: 
 1 2,( ) ( ) ( ),
t t  W r r r J r   (4.9) 
where ( )
tJ r is a modified polarization matrix for general incoherent source, and is 
defined as 
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  (4.10) 
When the above equations were derived, we have made use of the fact that narrow 
Gaussian function in integral is legitimate to be approximately treated as Dirac delta 
function to facilitate further mathematical analysis, and in order later to arrive at 
analytical solutions for the propagation of the beam coherence-polarization matrix 
through a complex ABCD optical system. In distribution theory, the approximation is 
defined as: 
 
2
0
2 2l |imexp{ } (| )/

  

   r r，  (4.11) 
We have to point out something special in the delta beam coherence-polarization 
matrix 1 2,( )
tW r r , and this is very important for the accuracy of propagation 
discussion. In previous works about the vectorial van Cittert-Zernike theorem [79] 
and van Cittert-Zernike theorem for electromagnetic fields [85, 142], the polarization 
matrix elements were assumed to be in accordance with the elements in intensity 
matrix  ,tW r r  for the incoherent field. Compared with Eq. (4.10), we find that, if 
we follow this treatment, numerical error about the polarization and coherence state 
for propagated field will be caused without the compensation factors introduced in 
each elements of (4.10). Simply speaking, the Gaussian correlation terms in all the 
element of 1 2,( )
tW r r  are very narrow and can be approximately considered as Dirac 
function. However, they are in the same scale, and the difference of their widths will 
become very essential, especially while we consider the statistical properties 
involving relationships between themselves such as their polarization and coherence 
at propagation. For the same reason, we have to assess the modulated field’s 
coherence and polarization by Eq. (4.6) and (4.7) instead of by the elements from Eq. 
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(4.10), because the compensation factors for Dirac function approximation are 
introduced to maintain the numerical accuracy only after integral calculation. 
4.3 Changes in the degree of polarization and the degree of 
coherence on propagation 
On the basis of the conclusion in the last section, we will calculate the propagation of 
the beam coherence-polarization matrix through an optical system. By the same time, 
the evolution of beam coherence-polarization matrix for the spatial incoherent field 
with polarization variety could be treated as a general demonstration to provide 
physical insight of the vectorial Van Cittert-Zernike theorem. Under the paraxial 
approximation, the beam coherence-polarization matrix 1 2,( )
o pW p for the field oE  
arriving at the observation plane after passing through a complex ABCD optical 
system is connected to the beam coherence-polarization matrix of the integral 
formulation [14, 143]: 
      *11 2 2 2 2 2, ,( ) , , ,
o t G dG d

  1 1 1p p p r p r r rW W r r   (4.12) 
By substituting Eq. (4.9) into (4.12), and rewiring Green function G  by the 
corresponding ABCD matrix elements, we could get the beam coherence-polarization 
matrix for random field after travelling through the ABCD system: 
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  (4.13) 
where we have taken the advantage of the sifting property of the Dirac delta 
function[145, 146]. 
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Equation (4.13) could be treated as the generalized version of the vectorial counterpart 
of scalar Van Cittert-Zernike theorem for complex ABCD system under the paraxial 
approximation. It obviously shows that the mutual coherence of the resultant field is 
determined by the auto-coherence of the incoherent source field. This could be found 
consistent with the special cases of vectorial Van Cittert-Zernike theorem people 
discussed before, like the free space systems [88, 146] and the Fourier system [103], 
if we substitute the relevant ABCD parameters for given systems into Eq.(4.13).  
Further deterministic analysis is impossible without the definition of the incident 
source. For demonstration purpose only, and without loss of generality, we will 
confine the following discussion for a specific incident Gaussian beam just in front of 
the depolarizer with the polarization angle   and beam size radius sr : 
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Thus, we obtain the expressions of beam coherence-polarization matrix for the 
modulated field just behind the depolarizer: 
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whose degree of polarization is a constant calculated from Eq. (4.7) 
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Obviously, the ( )tP r  is spatial independent and mainly governed by the polarization 
angle   of the incident source. The spatial degree of polarization attains its minimum 
value, i.e. 
2 2 2exp{ ( ) }d x yk σ n n   for = /4  . For an extremely rough surface with the 
term 2 2 2( )d x yk n n   in Eq. (4.16) being very large, the 
2 2 2exp{ ( ) }d x yk σ n n 
approximately equals zero. The depth of depolarizing modulation is principally 
depending on the polarization angle  of the incident field, and thus a promising 
method for depolarization modulation with prescribed statistical properties is provide 
by a compact single device to cover a range of ( )tP r  from nearly zero to unity. 
Furthermore, we considered the propagation of this random incoherent field. By the 
formula in Eq. (4.13), the analytical integral results for the propagated beam 
coherence-polarization matrix could be derived: 
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where  1 2,
ABCD
cW p p is the integral evaluated as 
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One subtlety that needs to be mentioned is that we omitted the illuminating beam size 
sr and compensated it in the same way as we did in the last chapter. 
Equations (4.17) and (4.18) provide the analytic results for the propagation of the 
beam coherence-polarization matrix through a complex ABCD optical system for a 
spatially incoherent partially polarized field generated by the extremely rough-
surfaced retardation plate from a Gaussian shape linearly polarized source. Using 
these results along with the definitions, the degree of spatial coherence and spatial 
degree of polarization for the stochastic electric fields in the observation plane with a 
distance 0z  could be directly derived, and then the polarization and coherence state 
variations in propagtion could be examined. 
We still cite the classical free space system as an example here. For a propagation 
distance z  with a preceding aperture of size sr  to model the illuminating spot shape, 
the corresponding ABCD matrix can be written as 
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where 
Rz  is the Rayleigh range
2 /2R sz kr . By substituting these elements of the 
ABCD matrix into Eq. (4.18), on can get the propagated beam coherence-polarization 
matrix associated with the analytical expressions for the degree of polarization and 
degree of coherence for the resultant field: 
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The Eq. and Eq. (4.20) show that a partially coherent field is generated from an 
incoherent source after propagation. The lateral coherence length of the resultant field 
could be extracted from the width of the Gaussian terms of 
2 1  p p p , i.e., 
2 2 / ( )sz kr , in Eq. (4.21). Therefore, it is clearly illustrated that the coherent region 
will extend as the propagation distance increases, which conforms exactly to the Van 
Cittert-Zernike theorem. Figure 4.1 gives the values of the degree of coherence of the 
resultant polarization speckle at two positions located symmetrically with respect to 
the z , which is plotted against the normalized propagation distance Rz z and 
normalized lateral distance measured in spot size sp r . The evolution of the degree 
of coherence is only determined by the shape of the incident source and the 
propagation distance, but will never change with the polarization angle of the source 
and roughness parameters of the plate. 
 
Figure 4.1 Degree of Coherence  at two points located symmetrically for 
free-space propagation. 
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The other interesting phenomenon that has to be underlined is that, the degree of 
polarization as a constant is invariable through propagation and is distributed 
uniformly over the beam cross section. This degree of polarization as being 
independent to the location p  and invariable through propagation is in accordance 
with the earlier conclusions for free space propagation [85, 88]. Furthermore, with the 
help of complex ABCD theory, it could be proved that the invariant polarization 
property will also hold for arbitrary general propagation systems. This novel invariant 
polarization property might be introduced as a general method to provide a partially 
polarized random field with a prescribed degree of polarization. This conclusion 
could be considered as an example of the theoretical analysis of E. Wolf about the 
polarization invariance in beam propagation [147]. 
4.4 Conclusions 
We statistically analysed the statistical properties, especially the polarization and 
coherence of the field modulated by an extremely rough-surfaced retardation plate 
depolarizer as a novel optical modulation device to realize depolarization and 
decorrelation effects simultaneously by a compact single-device method. The beam 
coherence-polarization matrix associated with the degree of coherence and 
polarization of modulated field is derived and presented as the verification of the 
special incoherent polarization speckle. The propagation of the beam coherence-
polarization matrix is investigated within the framework of complex ABCD theory, 
and analytical results for the propagated field are derived, thus revealing the evolution 
of the polarization and coherence properties of resulted polarization speckle as a 
general description of the vectorial Van Cittert-Zernike theorem.  
The related conclusions in general form are proved to be well consistent with earlier 
researches for special cases like in the free space system or Fourier systems, and will 
facilitate our understanding of the related phenomena. Discussion about the necessary 
modification for the polarization matrix caused by the Dirac delta approximation is 
provided to improve the accuracy of the derivation for field propagation. We also 
reveal the invariant degree of polarization of the random field generated by this 
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extremely rough-surfaced retardation plate. We discover that the degree of 
polarization is hardly affected by the source and system parameters which determine 
the degree of coherence. Hence, this phenomenon reveals a potential field modulation 
method to provide various combinations of prescribed polarization and coherence 
properties in propagation.  
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Chapter 5  
Statistical Analysis of the Dynamic Polarization 
Speckle 
In order to better interpret the statistical properties of the polarization speckle 
generated by the rough-surfaced retardation plate, the observed dynamic 
polarization speckle generated by a moving rough-surfaced retardation plate 
will be examined to illustrate the dynamic properties. The investigation is 
based on a 2 2  time-lagged beam coherence-polarization matrix presenting 
its statistical coherence and polarization properties. The analysis about the 
propagation of the generated dynamic polarization speckle in general systems 
is conducted within the paraxial approximation as presented by complex 
ABCD matrix theory. Then, the sensitivities of spatial temporal characteristics 
of the observed dynamic polarization speckle to the plate surface structures, 
motion characters and the features of propagation system are discussed and 
interpreted in terms of the illuminating spot size, average speckle size, the 
temporal correlation length, the speckle boiling, and speckle translation. The 
differences of such dynamic polarization speckle to traditional dynamic 
speckle in scalar are considered carefully. Given space limitations, this 
chapter can't fully explore the dynamic properties for the three kinds of rough-
surfaced retardation plates model with different extents of the surface 
roughness. The discussion will be confined to the model introduced in 
Chapter 2, but it is easy to extend the other two models in a similar way. 
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5.1 Introduction 
While moving modulation object, for example, a rough-surfaced retardation plate, is 
illustrated by a coherent laser source, the generated laser speckle usually performs as 
a mass of small-scale twinkling particles on the observation screen. The dynamic 
speckle is predominately determined by the structural characteristics of the surface, 
the motion of the modulation plate, and the features of the beam propagation system. 
These relations stimulate the adoption of the speckle shape and dynamic features as a 
major measurement tool in non-destructive inspection of object motion [6] and 
surface roughness [4, 5]. It was then utilized to detect the vibration [148], 
displacement, velocity [149], and rotation [150]. Thus, the invention of equipment 
like Laser Doppler velocimeter [151] and laser time of flight velocimeter [152] were 
promoted at the same time. 
The utilization of these relations as speckle generation methods or measurement 
methods primarily depends on the comprehensive understanding of the time-lagged 
statistical properties of the generated dynamic speckle. For fully developed speckle in 
free space, single lens, and double lens systems, the dynamic analysis has been 
achieved by Yoshimura [72]. Within the framework of the complex ABCD matrix 
theory [108][110], more general conclusions about dynamic speckle propagating 
through an arbitrary system with inherence apertures under the paraxial 
approximation were derived later [58, 119]. However, most of these works was 
accomplished in the scale form for either the polarized [4] or unpolarised field [153] 
[119, 150]. 
In recent years, especially on the basis of the unified theory of coherence and 
polarization [76, 81] as an effective analysis method, both theoretical and 
experimental analysis of the polarization speckle[16] with spatial variation of 
polarization states, was conducted in association with the study on its propagation [8, 
13-15, 17, 18]. A few methods were proposed to generate this kind of polarization 
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speckle [16, 101, 123], and a compact single-device method by a rough-surfaced 
retardation was presented recently. The statistical properties of the corresponding 
polarization speckle in the propagation were also studied [143]. As a continuation and 
extension of the previous work, the speckle dynamics and shape features of the 
dynamic polarization speckle generated by this moving depolarizer will be researched 
in the form of the 2 2  time-lagged beam coherence-polarization matrix. The 
propagation analysis is also conducted invoking the general Fresnel integral in 
complex ABCD matrix theory under paraxial approximation. It is believed to be the 
first time for the dynamic research work of the polarization speckle to be achieved in 
a vector form, and it is expected to pave the road for the dissemination of the dynamic 
polarization speckle with spatial polarization variations into a wider field of 
application, both in laboratories and in industries. 
5.2 Modulation behaviour of a moving rough-surfaced retardation 
plate to the incident beam 
 
Figure 5.1. Schematic of the basic setup to examine the dynamic 
polarization speckle generated by a moving rough-surfaced retardation plate 
traveling through a complex ABCD optical system  
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Similar to the system used to examine the coherence and polarization properties of 
the electric field modulated by a rough-surfaced retardation plate [143] a speckle 
modulation and propagation system forms the basis of this chapter. The moving 
direction of the plate is indicated by velocity vector v  in Figure 5.1. 
As shown in Figure 5.1, an incident beam at instantaneous time t  composed by two 
complex components of the electric vector ( , ) { ( , ), ( , )}
i i
y
i
xt t E tEE r r r with its width 
sr  and wave vector k  is incident on the rough-surfaced retardation plate employed 
as a depolarizer moving at a velocity vector { , }x yv vv  within the plane 
perpendicular to z  axis. The optical axis of the rough-surfaced birefringent plate 
indicated by a line connecting the notches will be aligned along the y  axis. Hence, 
for the incident field iE  before, and the transmission field tE  after the depolarizer 
presented by the superscripts i  or t  respectively, their relationship = itE E T is 
governed by the transmission matrix T  given by [129] 
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where the effective phase delay ( ) ( ) ( 1)m md k n  r r , ( , )m x y , wave number in 
vacuum | |k k , the local thickness ( )d r , and the refractive indices of the 
birefringent material mn  ( , )m x y  are denoted by the same symbols as in previous 
discussions. For the modulated field ( )
t
E r , the random fluctuation of the local 
thickness ( )d r  will lead to a random phase shift ( ) ( )y xk n dn  r  between the two 
orthogonal components, which will be proportional to the local thickness ( )d r  and 
will vary with the position r . As we know, the phase shift determines the 
polarization state of the electric field. Thus, the rough-surfaced retardation plate 
randomly scrambles the polarization state of the field on the beam cross section, and 
realizes the depolarization effect. At the same time, the random rough surface also 
causes the decorrelation effect to the field. While the rough-surfaced retardation plate 
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is moving with a velocity vector { , }x yv vv , the instantaneous spatial distribution of 
random modulation within the beam spot applied to iE  will change. By this, the 
polarization speckle generated by the random modulated field on the observation 
plane will also change with the time, and this is what we call “dynamic”. 
We begin with the derivation of the second-order dynamic statistical properties of the 
modulated stochastic vector electric fields just behind the depolarizer, to 
comprehensively grasp the relationship between the speckle deformation and the 
plate motion. A 2×2 time-lagged beam coherence-polarization matrix [31, 34] is 
introduced to illustrate the relationship between field 1( , )
t tE r  of point 1r  and field 
2( , )
t t E r of point 2r  with time-lag   conveniently: [13, 31].  
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 (5.2) 
The statistical independent property between the field and polarizer surface roughness 
is cited again to derive Eq. (5.2). For an object moving with a constant velocity v  
normal to the incident direction of the illuminating source, we assume that the time 
evolution of the local thickness is 
 ( , )= ( , )d t d t  r r v   (5.3) 
That is, the transmission matrix at any position in a coordinate system moving along 
with the object does not change in time (i.e., Taylor’s hypothesis). Every element in 
the beam coherence-polarization matrix in Eq. (5.2) is closely related to the 
characteristic function of the corresponding random variable 
1 2 1 2( , ; , ) ( , )) (l mlm t t     r r r vr . Since the phase retardance m , ( = , )m x y  is 
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proportional to the local thickness ( )d r  which is conventionally assumed to be in 
accordance with a commonly accepted zero mean Gaussian distribution model, 
 1 2(exp , );lmj  r r  as the characteristic function of a Gaussian  random variable 
1 2( , );lm  r r  could be expressed as 
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Recall the Gaussian-Gaussian model we used for the surface roughness description of 
the rough-surfaced retardation plate before, the time-lagged lateral correlation 
function for the surface thickness is derived under the wide-sense stationarity 
assumption.  
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where 1 2  r r r , dr  is the lateral correlation length of surface thickness and 
2
d  is 
the variance of the local surface thickness. Therefore, the statistics of the time-lagged 
modulation due to random phase retardance in matrix elements of Eq. (5.2) are given 
by 
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Equations (5.6)-(5.8) can be considered as one of the prime results of this chapter to 
describe the correlation properties of the dynamic polarization speckle determined by 
the motion features of the moving plate and the surface thickness fluctuations of the 
birefringent material.  
For the rough-surfaced retardation plate we considered here with a large surface 
roughness and large phase variance, the approximation once utilised in Chapter 2 by 
truncated Taylor's series will be applied to simplify those double exponential function 
in Equations (5.6)-(5.8) into Gaussian form: 
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In this way, it will become feasible to provide the analytical conclusions of the time-
lagged beam coherence-polarization matrix for the dynamic polarization speckle after 
propagation within a complex ABCD theory, and elicit the elaborate investigation 
about the relationship between the spatial temporal characteristics of the observed 
dynamic polarization speckle and the plate surface structures, motion characters, 
together with the features of the propagation system. 
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5.3 Dynamic polarization speckle during propagation 
Without giving specific definition of the incident field iE , any further progress with a 
deterministic analysis is impossible. The typical Gaussian laser beam will be 
considered as an example of proper source to facilitate the investigation of the 
propagation of the time-lagged beam coherence-polarization matrix for dynamic 
speckle. Consider an incident Gaussian beam with a polarization angle  and beam 
radius sr , the corresponding beam coherence-polarization matrix could be written as  
 1
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According to the conclusions in Eq. (5.2), Eq. (5.9) and Eq. (5.10), the matrix 
elements of the time-lagged beam coherence-polarization matrix for modulated field 
after the moving plate are given by 
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We next consider the evolution of the statistical properties of the dynamic 
polarization speckle generated by the moving rough-surfaced retardation plate 
illustrated by the linearly polarized Gaussian beam during propagation.  
Under the paraxial approximation, the time-lagged beam coherence-polarization 
matrix 1 2, ;( )
o pW p for the field oE  on the observation plane could be conducted by 
the Fresnel integral formula of tW with Green functions within a Complex ABCD 
optical system. 
      *1 2 2 21 22, , ;( ) , ,, ,
o t G G d d 

  1 1 1p p p r p r r rW W r r   (5.14) 
Since the propagation system is assumed to be time independent, the Green function 
should be 
     2 2, exp .22 2
jk jk
G A D
B B
     p r r r p p  (5.15) 
Usually, the amplitude of the time-lagged beam coherence-polarization matrix 
elements is of real interest. The phase term will be important if the ultimate goal is to 
calculate another field after further propagation, in which case the complete complex 
field is needed. In most cases, however, the intensity distribution on the observation 
plane will be the directly measured physical quantity, and the phase distribution is of 
no consequence. For example, the knowledge about the speckle’s shape and dynamic 
features could be yielded from the amplitude of the beam coherence-polarization 
matrix elements by the relationship between the amplitude of the beam coherence 
matrix elements and the covariance of the intensity distribution [119, 154]. 
Hence, we derive the amplitude of the time-lagged beam coherence-polarization 
matrix after travelling the ABCD system by substituting 1 2( , );
t W r r  into the integral 
defined in Eq. (5.14). And we get the analytical expressions shown below: 
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In each 
o
lmW  ( , = , )l m x y , the corresponding ; ),(lm lmW  1 2p ,p  is an integral function 
with parameter lmr

 and wlmr  evaluated analytically as 
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and, 
  
1/2
2
= I4 mlm lmA Br k A
       (5.21) 
In derivation of the above propagation integral for  | , |lm
oW 1 2p ,p , the illuminating 
beam size sr and possible radius of curvature are omitted and compensated by ABCD 
matrix elements as we did before, when the total ABCD matrix is calculated [108]. 
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The above mathematical expressions in close-term provide the analytic results for the 
propagation of the dynamic beam coherence-polarization matrix through a complex 
ABCD optical system, and could be considered as key conclusions of the section. 
Using these results, one can analyse the evolution of the corresponding dynamic and 
shape features of the dynamic polarization speckle in any observation plane of 
general optical systems while the depolarizer is illuminated by a linearly polarized 
Gaussain electromagnetic beam. Thus, we achieve the extension of previous work for 
scalar speckle in particular propagation systems [6] into a vectorial form for 
polarization speckle. Thereby, some interesting phenomena which cannot be 
illustrated in the traditional scalar context will be revealed. 
Consider the x  wave component of the propagated field and the corresponding 
dynamic speckle generated. If the  1 2p p p  and   are set to zero, matrix element
| ( , ;0) |xx
oW p p  in Gaussian form will illustrate the beam’s intensity distribution of x  
wave component. The 21/ e  radius wxxr  defined in Eq. (5.20) will demonstrate the 
illuminated spot region size of the x  wave component on the observation plane. At 
the same, the illuminated spot region size of y  wave component, as distinct from the 
x  one, is correspondingly indicated by the 
21/ e  radius 
w
yyr  of matrix element
| ( , ;0) |oyyW p p . The diversity of these two wave components’ beam shapes is directly 
caused by the differences of 
lm  ( , ,l m x y ) in | ( , ;0) |xx
oW p p  and | ( , ;0) |oyyW p p . As 
one of the significantly important conclusions of this chapter, it illustrates the 
birefringence effect of the depolarizer on field modulation which results from the 
orientation dependence. And thus it raises the requirement of vectorial field 
presentation instead of the traditional scalar form in related researches. 
Moreover, as the denominator of Gaussian terms of p  in | ( ,0) |
o
mmW p , 
(  or )m x y  for x  and y  wave components respectively, in the absence of time lag 
0  , the mmr
 , (  or )m x y  measures the lateral correlation length of corresponding 
wave component’s intensity and specifies the difference between average speckle 
sizes of x  and y  wave components. Similar to the disparities of speckle shape 
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features between x  and y  wave components, if non-zero time lag   is introduced, 
differences in dynamic features of the polarization speckle embodied in the 
mathematical expression of matrix elements in Eq. (5.16)-(5.18) could also be 
investigated. 
While points distance p  is zero, the temporal correlation length clm , ( , , )l m x y  
between x  and y  wave components of the dynamic polarization speckle will be 
illustrated by the denominators / ( )lmr A
 v  in Gaussian functions about   in 
corresponding | ( ,0) |olmW p  ( , , )l m x y : 
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Eq. (5.22)-(5.24) are the generalization of the transition times for speckle engendered 
by the x x  , y y  , and x y  wave components respectively. 
Different from the scalar speckle generated by the traditional depolarizer with 
identical temporal correlation length of x , y  wave components and whole field in 
observation, the variety of temporal correlation length between different observed 
wave components is indicated clearly in the above discussion. 
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We normalize the matrix element, | ( ) |, ,olmW 1 2p p , ( , , )l m x y  in Eq. (5.16)-(5.18) 
to their corresponding square roots at points 
1p  and 2p  i.e., 1| ( ) |, ,0
o
lmW 1p p  and
2 2,| ,( )0 |
o
lmW p p , then yield the normalized coherence expression  
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by which more dynamic properties of the speckle could be extracted. 
In a far field propagation distance or Fourier plane of the Fourier system 
(Re[A] 0) , the Eq. (5.25) consists of two Gaussian functions for p  and   
independently, as shown in Eq. (5.26):  
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  (5.26) 
This means that the fluctuation of the speckle in time is in isolation from the other 
speckles with a distance further than the speckle size. The shape of the individual 
speckles will change independently of one another. This is called speckle boiling 
[119], and the x  and y  speckle element could be involved in this boiling state 
together. Under this condition, the disparity between corresponding temporal 
correlation length given embodied in Eq. (5.22)-(5.24) for different wave components 
will be observed for boiling speckles. 
On the other hand, when Im[A] 0 , (i.e. in the near field or in the image plane), Eq. 
(5.25) becomes  
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and the p  and  in the numerator of the same Gaussian function are closed related, 
illustrating the speckles’ moving as a whole. This characteristic speckle pattern is 
usually called speckle translation [119]. As indicated in Eq.(5.27), the time required 
for each element of speckles to translate a fixed distance p equals | / |Ap v , and 
hence the speed of the speckles translation, sv , is obtained in general as 
 Re[ ]s Av v  (5.28) 
That means, though beam size and mean speckle size are in disparity for speckles 
generated by different wave components, the translation of these speckles are in the 
same speed. While we observe the whole field, the speckle separation will not be 
observed. 
5.4 Conclusion 
In this chapter, we introduced a moving rough-surfaced retardation plate as a 
depolarizer to generate dynamic polarization speckle. Based the Gaussian-Gaussian 
surface roughness model, we derived the corresponding time-lagged beam coherence-
polarization matrix for modulated field after the plate to reveal the dependence of the 
modulation performance of such moving depolarizer on its surface structure and 
motion features. Based on this conclusion, the time-lagged beam coherence-
polarization matrix of propagated dynamic polarization speckle on the observation 
plane is analytically expressed within the frame work of complex ABCD theory, and 
thus, we reveal the variation of the shape feature for the propagated polarization 
speckle. Particularly, the disparities of speckle shape features, like the mean spot size, 
the mean speckle size and the temporal coherence length for speckle generated from 
both x  and y  wave components are investigated and demonstrated clearly. The 
diversity performances of the wave components could be considered as the 
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manifestation of the polarization-dependent modulation property of the rough-
surfaced retardation plate. It is illustrated that identical performance for wave 
components in traditional scalar speckles will no longer be valid for the dynamic 
polarization speckle generated by the moving rough-surfaced retardation plate, 
though they are generated with the same propagation system. Additionally, the 
feasibility of generating both pure boiling and translation polarization speckle has 
been demonstrated with a general description of the system prerequisite. Further, a 
systematic analysis about the beam dynamic variety of different beam component of 
polarization speckle generated by moving the rough-surfaced retardation plate is 
important because it will facilitate our understanding of the evolution of polarization 
speckle motion. Hence, this chapter provides a practical insight into a wide class of 
dynamic phenomena of polarization speckles. 
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Chapter 6  
Depolarizing and Decorrelating Modulation to 
Electromagnetic Fields by a Depolarizer of Random 
Polarizer Array 
A random polarizer array consisting of multitude of contiguous square cells of 
polarizer with randomly distributed orientation angles is introduced as a 
depolarizer in this chapter. The incident fields will experience random 
polarization modulation after passing through this polarizer array. On the 
basis of the 2 2  beam coherence-polarization matrix, statistical properties of 
the modulated fields are investigated. The complex ABCD matrix theory is 
invoked to study the propagation of the modulated fields through any 
quadratic optical system to show how the degree of coherence and 
polarization changes during propagation.  
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6.1 Introduction 
Optical systems are often sensitive to the polarization states of the incident light. In 
many applications, the polarization sensitivity may cause serious deviation in the 
system’s output if some unwanted polarization of the inputs has been introduced. To 
reduce the undesirable effects of the polarization sensitivity, a depolarizer has been 
widely used to scramble the polarization state of the incident beam. An ideal 
depolarizer can convert a polarized beam into a light with temporally and/or spatially 
random polarization states. Unfortunately, all commercially available depolarizers 
can only provide the output light with pseudo-random polarization states, having 
spatially, temporally or spectrally periodic variations. To overcome this difficulty of 
pseudo-randomness, many different approaches have been proposed to minimize the 
unwanted effects of polarization sensitivity in optical systems [155-157]. Although 
they differ in the detailed patterned structure for crystalline chips of birefringent 
materials, all of the above-mentioned devices are fabricated from a large number of 
small polarizer cells with their optical axes randomly oriented [1, 2, 29, 73]. 
In this chapter, we present a model for the depolarizer composed of a multitude of 
contiguous small l l  square cells of linear polarizers with randomly orientated 
polarizing axes. An analytical description of its modulation behaviour is provided, 
and the statistical properties of random electric fields engendered by the depolarizer 
are discussed. Consequently, the evolution of the statistical properties of the 
modulated random electric fields is investigated within the framework of the complex 
ABCD method, and the special variation of degree of the coherence and the degree of 
polarization of such a beam during propagation is indicated. 
6.2 Modulation behaviour of a random polarizer array as a 
depolarizer to the incident beam  
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Figure 6.1 Schematic of the setup for obtaining the degree of polarization 
and coherence of the field propagating through random polarizer array and 
ABCD optical systems 
As shown in Figure 6.1, an optical system is setup to examine the propagation of the 
electric field modulated by a random polarizer array. An incident electric field 
( ) { ( ), ( )}i ix y
i E EE r r r  with its beam radius sr  and wave vector k  illustrates on and 
passes through a depolarizer perpendicularly settled to the z optic-axis. The 
modulated light tE  after the optical system will pass through the complex ABCD 
optical system [108, 110] under the paraxial approximation, and arrive at the 
observation plane.  
In order to understand the modulation behaviour of random polarizer array as a 
depolarizer that is reliant on the plate structure, and to specify the statistical 
properties of the modulated light during its propagation, we begin with the derivation 
of the 2×2 beam coherence-polarization matrix 1 2( , )
tW r r of the modulated light just 
behind the depolarizer. 
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As shown in Figure 6.2, this random polarizer array consists of a multitude of 
contiguous small l l  squares in rows and columns. In this random polarizer array, 
the small polarizer cells will only transmit the vector field components polarized in 
parallel with the polarization angle   of the local polarizer cell whose orientation is 
indicated by the small arrow. Although the random polarizer array is a regular spatial 
structure, the randomness of its modulation behavior is introduced by the randomly 
and independently distributed polarization angle   of the cells. In this analysis, the 
size of the random polarizer array itself may be regarded as infinite in extent, and 
only a finite portion lies within the pupil of the optical system. Because of a lack of 
knowledge of the exact location of the depolarizer on the scale of a single cell, an 
assumption has been made that it is at least wide-sense stationary [29]. The location 
of the depolarizer with respect to the optical axis is chosen to be random with a 
uniform distribution of probability over any square cell. 
When the rows and columns of the random polarizer array cells are aligned along the 
x  and y  axis respectively, with reference to the depolarizer pattern of Figure 6.2, for 
each square cell with its polarization angle   to x  axis, the transmission matrix 
(Jones matrix) delineating its modulation behaviour is given by  
 
2
2
( ) ( ) cos ( ) sin ( )cos ( )
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xx xy
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T T
T T
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r r r r r
T r
r r r r r
  (6.2) 
It is indicated by the above expression that this device realizes the polarization 
modulation by the amplitude modulation to the incident field instead of the phase 
modulation as the rough-surfaced retardation plate. 
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Figure 6.2 Diagram of depolarizer (0-180 deg): random polarizer array  
When the incident electric field passes through the depolarizer, the polarization state 
is modified accordingly, i.e., ( ) ( ) (= )
t i
r r EE T r with the superscript i  or t  
representing the incident or transmission field. Let ( , )i 1 2W r r  be the beam coherence-
polarization matrix of the incident beam, then the beam coherence-polarization matrix 
1 2( , )
tW r r  of the modulated field just behind the depolarizer is given by 
 †( )( , ) ( ) ,( , )
t i1 2 1 1 2 2r r T r r r T rW W   (6.3) 
where the † denotes the Hermitian conjugate. Because of the statistical independence 
between the incident field and the depolarizer structure, we have the expression for 
matrix elements in Eq. (6.3). 
        
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l mgW WT T
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Given that different cells have statistically independent polarization angles for each 
polarizer cell, polarizations angles are the same for points in the same polarizer cell, 
and totally independent for points in different cells. The beam coherence-polarization 
matrix tW of the modulate fields can be written as a combination 
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  (6.5) 
In the expression above, S tW  and D tW have been introduced to denote the 
coherence matrices for the transmitted fields with points 1r  and 2r in the same and 
different cells, respectively. Similar to the random checkerboard absorbing screen 
[29, 111], we are able to write down the desired probabilities for both conditions, 
because of the uniform distribution of the absolute location of the depolarizer. They 
are  
       in the same cellProb ,, yx r lr l    1 2r r   (6.6) 
and 
       and  are in different cellProb 1 ,s yx r lr l    1 2r r   (6.7) 
where xr and yr are the two components of the location vector 1 2  r r r along x
and y directions, and unit triangle function ( ) 1x x    for 1x   and zero otherwise. 
Notice that the polarization angle   of the polarizer in each cell is assumed to be 
random and independent from cell to cell. We have 
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and 
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When Eq. (6.8) and Eq. (6.9) have been derived, we have made use of the fact that the 
coherence property of the electric fields and correlation property of the random 
polarizer array are statistically independent, and that the ensemble average denoted by 
angular brackets has been taken over the depolarizer. The beam coherence-
polarization matrix for the modulated field just behind the depolarizer can be assessed 
only if some specific assumptions are made regarding the statistics of the polarization 
angle   for the random polarizer array. A case of the most interest is the depolarizer 
whose stochastic polarization angle has a uniform probability distribution function 
within [0,  . Under the assumption of the probability distribution function (PDF) 
( ) 1/p   , the first-order and second-order moments of the elements in Jones 
Matrix in Eq. (6.2) have been evaluated and listed in Table 1.  
Therefore, the expression beam coherence-polarization matrix 
tW for the modulated 
field just behind the depolarizer could be easily calculated. Thus we have 
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Table 1  First-order and Second-order  Moments of the 
Elements in Jones Matrix for (0-180 deg) model 
 
2 1/ 2cos ( )xxT  r  
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cos ( )sin ( ) 0xyT   r r  cos ( )sin ( ) 0yxT   r r  
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The desired correlation properties for the depolarizer of random polarizer array plate 
are presented in Eq. (6.10) and can be regarded as one of the key conclusions of this 
chapter to portray the statistics of the scattered electric field. 
We now have the necessary tools for further progress to investigate the propagation 
of the beam coherence-polarization matrix through an optical system when the 
electric fields are modulated by the random polarizer array. For further progress with 
a deterministic analysis, and without loss of generality, one of the best examples we 
can cite in the following discussion is a spatially coherent Gaussian beam with the 
linearly polarized angle   with respect to x  axis. The beam coherence-polarization 
matrix for the field just in front of the depolarizer is given by 
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where oI  is the on axis intensity of the incident field. By substituting Eq. (6.11) into 
(6.10), the expressions for the beam coherence-polarization matrix of the modulated 
beam just behind the depolarizer is obtained 
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Our interest here is the static random spatial distribution of the modulated electric 
fields’ polarization state illustrated by the degree of polarization for the modulated 
fields. It is calculated from matrix elements of Eq. (6.12) : 
 ( ) 1/ 2,
tP r   (6.13) 
which is constant no matter where the observation point is chosen. In a similar way, 
the degree of spatial coherence of the modulated electric fields behind the depolarizer 
is obtained  
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indicating that a spatially partial coherence has been achieved for the transmitted 
fields regardless the incident polarization angle.  
6.3 Evolution of the polarization and coherence properties on 
propagation for polarization speckle generated by random polarizer 
array 
We next consider the propagation of this modulated field just behind the random 
polarizer illustrated by a linearly polarized Gaussian beam. Under the paraxial 
approximation, the beam coherence-polarization matrix oW  for the field 
o
E  arriving 
at the observation plane after propagating through a complex ABCD optical system is 
given in general terms of the Huygens-Fresnel integral formulation 
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and can now be written as  
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where ABCD
bW  is the integral functions that has been evaluated analytically in Eq. 
(3.13) of Chapter 3: 
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At the same time, ABCD
bW  is the integral function 
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Unfortunately, there is no analytical result for the integral of ABCDdW , thought it could 
be numerically calculated. However, a Dirac delta approximation of the triangular 
function 
2( / ) ( / ) ( )x yr l r l l      r  is valid to provide an acceptable accuracy, 
while the cell size is significantly smaller than the beam size sr . Note that in general, 
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the width of the triangular function will be much smaller than the other terms of the 
integrand. While it drops significantly, the variation of the other parts still varies 
gently enough and thus could be considered as a constant within the region of the 
triangular function. And under that condition, we have: 
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The illuminating beam size sr and possible radius of curvature are omitted on purpose 
in integral and is properly compensated by a Gaussian lens while calculating the 
ABCD matrix. And thus, on the basis of the above beam coherence-polarization 
matrix, for the resultant field propagated to any plane 0z  , two parameters of 
primary interest, i.e., the degree of coherence o  and degree of polarization oP
defined in Eq. (1.4) and (1.5) could be extracted from matrix elements of Eq. (6.16): 
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and, 
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Above derivation provides the general results for the propagated beam coherence-
polarization matrix for the field on an observation plane with a distance away in an 
arbitrary complex ABCD optical system, under the condition of a Gaussian 
illuminating source modulated by the random polarizer array with the cells’ 
polarization angle uniformly distributed within [0,  . The corresponding degree of 
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coherence and degree of polarization now are also provided. The very interesting 
thing is that they are found to be invariant with the linearly polarization angle of the 
incident Gaussian source! 
From these conclusions, the evolution of the polarization and coherence states in 
propagation could be examined. To provide the same practical insight, we take the 
typical free space propagation over distance z  with a receding aperture sr  to model 
the illuminating source, and the corresponding ABCD matrix is  
 
1 /
.
/ 1
R
R
jz z z
j z
 
  
 
M   (6.22) 
To present some numerical example, we have taken the following parameters: 
1sr mm , 0.1l mm , / 4   and 0.633μm  . 
Figure 6.3 shows the degree of polarization ,0( )o xP p of the polarization speckle 
located on xp axis, i.e., the points { ,0}xpp , for free-space propagation. It is plotted 
against the normalized propagation distance Rz z and normalized lateral distance 
measured in spot size srp . As expected, the degree of polarization changes with the 
increasing propagation distance z . Instead of a uniform distribution for the 
modulated electric fields just behind the depolarizer, the degree of polarization for the 
developed polarization speckle after propagation does not remain uniform.  
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Figure 6.3. Degree of polarization (0-180 deg model)  
 
Figure 6.4. Degree of coherence (0-180 deg model) 
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Figure 6.4 gives the absolute values of the degree of coherence ,0; )0( ,x x
o p p   of 
the polarization speckle generated by the random polarizer array with the cells’ 
polarization angle  uniformly distributed between 0 2 . It is plotted against the 
normalized distance / srp  for two positions 1{ ,0}xpp  and 2{ ,0}xpp located 
symmetrically and the normalized propagation distance Rz z . It can readily be seen 
that the degree of coherence takes a large value close to unity for two points located 
near the optical axis. These figures indicate how the degree of coherence evolves for 
the selected polarization angle of the incident beam.  
It has to be specifically pointed out that the depolarization and decorrelation 
performance of this kind of random polarizer array with the cells’ polarization angle 
 uniformly distributed between 0 2  is totally independent to the incident beam’s 
polarization angle. And this will make it harder for us to adjust the depolarization 
modulation depth. 
6.4 Improvement of the random polarizer array by the statistics of 
the cells’ polarization distribution  
On the basis of the conclusion in the last section, some shortcomings of the random 
polarizer array (0-180 deg model) with uniformly distributed   within 0 2  are 
discovered. Firstly, its limited depolarization performance is indicated. The degree of 
polarization of the modulated field is 0.5, and for the resultant field around the optic-
axis after propagation the degree of polarization will increase and approach unity. It 
seems impossible to generate a deeper depolarized field. The other disadvantage is 
the difficulty to manufacture cells with such uniformly distributed , which will be 
discussed later for the fabrication of the random polarizer array. To overcome these 
difficulties and facilitate the industrial and experimental application of this kind of 
device, an improved model for this kind of random polarizer array is proposed as 
shown in Figure 6.5. 
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Figure 6.5 Diagram of depolarizer (0&90 deg): random polarizer array  
Following similar analysis steps in the last section, we will assess the random 
modulation performance of the random polarizer array (0&90 deg model) by 
investigating the statistical properties of the modulated field and the propagated field 
in the ABCD system. We firstly employ the particular statistical distribution of the 
polarization angle   which is confined to 0 and / 2  with the probability distribution 
function (PDF)  
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  (6.23) 
Accordingly, first-order and second-order moments of corresponding Jones Matrix 
elements could be evaluated and are shown in Table 2.  
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Table 2  First-order and Second-order  Moments of the 
Elements in Jones Matrix for (0&90 deg) model 
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We now will not repeat the analysis in the last section again, but directly cite the 
related conclusions. To illustrate the beam coherence-polarization matrix 
tW of 
modulated field after this depolariser, we reuse classical Gaussian beam with the 
linearly polarized angle   with respect to x  axis, and get 
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  (6.24) 
and the corresponding degree of polarization is: 
 ( ) co ,2s
tP r   (6.25) 
which is now polarization-dependent. It is easy to generate a random depolarized 
field with prescribed degree of polarization from zero to unity by rotating the plate. 
Its degree of coherence is exactly the same as the degree of coherence of the random 
polarizer array (0-180 deg model) shown in Eq. (6.14), 
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By this, a random polarizer array with better polarization modulation performance is 
introduced. We next consider the propagation of the modulated electric field just 
behind the depolarizer in a complex ABCD system. To avoid the tedious 
mathematical description, we will not present the corresponding propagated beam 
coherence-polarization matrix, the degree of polarization or the degree of coherence, 
since they could be conducted through a straightforward discipline. However, we will 
take the typical free space propagation as an example to plot the degree of 
polarization and degree of coherence for systems with the same parameters defined in 
the last section to provide the same practical insight. 
Figure 6.6 shows the degree of polarization of the polarization speckle for free-space 
propagation, plotted against the normalized propagation distance Rz z and 
normalized lateral distance measured in spot size sp r . As expected, the degree of 
polarization changes appreciably depending both on the propagation distance z  and 
on the polarization angle of the incident beam. Instead of a uniform distribution for 
the modulated electric fields just behind the depolarizer, the degree of polarization for 
the developed polarization speckle after propagation does not remain uniform. 
Figure 6.7 gives the absolute values of the degree of coherence of the polarization 
speckle generated by the depolarizer at two positions 1 2  p p p located 
symmetrically with respect to the z  axis along the normalized propagation distance. 
It can readily be seen that the degree of coherence takes a large value close to unity 
for two points located near the optical axis. As discussed before, the degree of 
coherence will not change for different polarization angle of the incident beam. As an 
improvement, this model provide a better depolarization performance with a 
dependence on the polarization angle of the incident source, thus offering a regulation 
method to generate field with prescribed polarization state. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 6.6. Degree of polarization (0&90 deg model) 
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Figure 6.7. Degree of coherence (0&90 deg model) 
6.5 Discussions on the cell size and diffraction effects in the random 
polarizer array depolarizer 
The cell size of the random polarizer array is a very interesting structure parameter 
and deserves more discussion besides of that mentioned in the last section for its 
impact on the accuracy of the propagation integral calculation due to the Dirac 
approximation. For definiteness and without loss of generality, the discussion will be 
confined to the free space system, but similar arguments could apply to other systems 
with slight modifications. 
Here, the diffraction effects in the random polarizer array will be discussed together 
with its relationship with the cell size. For both the x  and y  wave components of the 
incident beam, the random polarizer array imposes amplitude modulations 
determined by the orientation angles i , ( 1,2,3.... )i n  of each polarizer cell as
2cos ( )i r  and 
2sin ( )i r  respectively (Figure 6.8). 
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Figure 6.8. Random modulations in a series of cells (one bar for one cell) 
Since the cell size l  is smaller than the beam size sr , the amplitude of the source in 
each cell is approximately considered as invariable (Figure 6.9). Thus, corresponding 
x  and y  wave components of the modulated field are discretely approximated as 
shown in Figure 6.10. 
 
Figure 6.9. Gaussian source and its discrete approximation in cells 
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Figure 6.10. Modulated wave components 
For the square truncated wave component in any cell with size l , the beam shape will 
change and then extend after propagation in a distance away. It is well known that, 
the beam shape is approximately a Sinc function with the width /z l  in the far field. 
The field from each cell will end up on the observation plane in a region centred at 
the geometrical projection of its original location (Figure 6.11). For the model that we 
are interested in, the field at a point on the observation screen is expected to be 
superimposition of propagated fields from the amount of different cells. Thus the 
amplitude of resultant field obeys the Gaussian distribution, and the high-order 
correlations could be expressed with the second-order correlation by Reeds theorem 
[158]. We assess it by the ratio between the Sinc width and the cell size, i.e., 2/z l , 
and will choose a cell size small enough or a propagation distance far enough in 
experiments. 
 
Figure 6.11. Superposition of modulated fields on observation plane 
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Notice that there is no specific restriction on the distribution of the polarization angle 
 . Above discussion and conclusion are applicable for any random polarizer array 
with arbitrary statistics of  . 
6.6 Conclusion and discussion 
We have examined the degree of coherence and degree of polarization of the 
polarization speckle generated by the depolarizer of random polarizer array plate. An 
analytic model for the modulation behaviour of the random polarizer array acting as a 
depolarizer was proposed and the dependence on the array structure has been 
established. Within the framework of complex ABCD method, we have also studied 
the changes in the degree of polarization and the degree of coherence for the 
generated polarization speckle on propagation, especially in free space system. In 
particular, we have shown their spatial non-uniformly distribution on beam cross 
section for the field after propagation and the variation with the propagation distance. 
This work provides a more comprehensive understanding of the modulation 
performance of the random polarizer array under the illustration of the evolution of 
modulated fields’ coherence and polarization properties, and will help people choose 
proper system and structure parameters in application. 
To facilitate the application of the random polarizer array, we review the relevant 
fabrication method here. This depolarizer device is not easy to fabricate due to the 
small cell size and the fine structure. For lab work, the straightforward method would 
be cutting and assembling the small polarizer cells manually. It might be feasible, but 
not proper for commercial and industrial applications because of the high cost and 
poor efficiency. 
In industrial applications, polarizer arrays can be constructed using following effects: 
the high spatial frequency metal wires, high-resolution structures on dielectric surface, 
and dichromic molecular absorption in stretched polymer matrices [159-161]. 
Polarization filter arrays for the visible wavelength range were made by multilayer 
polyvinyl alcohol films with the resolution around 25 m  [159]. Some other thin-film 
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micropolarizer could provide smaller resolution at about 5 m  [162]. By reactive ion 
etching method, dual-tier thin film micropolarizer array is patterned [163]. However, 
most of the thin-film devices are not proper to work in the high temperature 
environment, and they consist of cells limited polarization states [159]. Thus, it is 
only proper to fabricate our second model. Metal wire grid cell might be another 
potential candidate for making a practical depolarizer based on our random polarizer 
array model [164, 165]. It consists of fine grid of parallel metal wires in cells. The 
interval space between wires is smaller than the wavelength. By nanofabrication, the 
period aluminium wire grids could be fabricated to create polarizer for UV to Infrared. 
The line and interval space could be small as around 100 nm [164, 166], and larger 
scale for infrared wavelength was also manufactured [165]. We cannot cover all the 
fabrication methods properly for creating a polarizer array here, and the researchers 
should choose the one most proper for their technical requirement and the working 
environment of this array. At least, considering these works about micro polarizer 
manufacture, it is proved that our model is possible to be realized. 
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Chapter 7  
Conclusion and Perspectives 
7.1 Conclusions and summary 
In this thesis, the presented work was concerned with the statistical characteristics of 
random electromagnetic field generated by depolarizers, i.e., the rough-surfaced 
retardation plate and the random polarizer array. This work was achieved in a vector 
form invoking the 2 2  beam coherence-polarization matrix in space-temporal 
domain. The coherence and polarization properties of the modulated field are 
assessed by its degree of polarization and degree of coherence. By this, the 
depolarization and decorrelation modulation ability of the depolarizer was confirmed, 
and its relationship with the surface roughness/structure model was illustrated. Within 
the framework of the complex ABCD theory under the paraxial approximation, the 
propagation of the polarization speckle arising from this random modulated field was 
examined, and analytical results of the beam coherence-polarization matrix of the 
polarization speckle were also presented to reveal the evolution of the random 
polarization speckle’s polarization and coherence properties on propagation. The 
dynamic analysis about this random modulated field generated from a moving rough-
surfaced retardation plate is realized on the basis of the time-lagged beam coherence-
polarization matrix. The shape characters and motion features of this dynamic 
polarization speckle are interpreted. These works provide analytical closed-form 
conclusions for the statistics of the resultant polarization speckle, which are very 
important and will facilitate both our understanding of the depolarizer itself and the 
resultant polarization speckle features. By this, both physical and mathematical 
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insights into a wide class of phenomena are provided within the unified theory of 
coherence and polarization. 
The rough-surfaced retardation plate was proved to be able to realize simultaneous 
depolarization and decorrelation effects in our research. It is a compact single device 
modulation method compared with some other bulky modulation systems based on 
the Mach-Zehnder interferometer. It is novel to achieve whole field modulation, i.e., 
simultaneously but variously scrambling all four elements of beam coherence-
polarization matrix. It is also economical and easy to access.  
This analysis on the rough-surfaced retardation plate and the generated speckle 
brought conclusions in accordance with some researchers’ theoretical or experimental 
works, thus could be treated as a demonstration or practical evidence by simple 
device and system. For example, the nonuniformly spatial distribution and variation 
in propagation of the degree of coherence and polarization once proposed by E Wolf 
was observed in this work. Chapter 4 provided a general demonstration of the 
vectorial Van Cittert-Zernike theorem.  
This work also elicits some interesting considerations and discussions in related 
research fields. We discussed the necessity of the modification in the polarization 
matrix for demonstrating the vectorial Van Cittert-Zernike theorem by incoherent 
polarization speckle generated from the rough-surfaced retardation plate, which might 
have been treated inappropriately in some previous researches. Yet, as we know, the 
disparities of speckle shape features, correlation characters, and motion features for 
speckle generated from different wave elements of the polarization speckle were 
theoretically examined and revealed for the first time. They are expected to facilitate 
understanding of the relevant phenomena. 
This work provided an elaborate and analytical description of the relationship 
between the polarization and coherence states of modulated random field and 
propagated speckle with the motion features, plate model, propagation system and the 
illuminating source. It is believed to be vital for making use of the depolarizer to 
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generate random electromagnetic field with prescribed statistical properties. It is also 
pivotal in the related speckle metrology.  
7.2 Proposal of applications and further work 
As we have stated before, in some optical researches and applications, systems might 
be polarization sensitive. Therefore, serious deviation in the system’s output might be 
caused by this polarization sensitivity. The two kinds of depolarizers we introduced 
could be applied to scramble the polarization state of the incident field. Compared 
with some commercially available depolarizers with regular structures and thus 
providing pseudo-random polarization states, the depolarizer models introduced in 
this thesis have the ability to provide real random depolarized and decorrelated fields. 
The device related to the rough-surfaced retardation plate was proposed in the 1960s 
[125, 126], while several depolarizer models similar to the random polarizer array 
[155-157] were introduced from the 1980s. Both of these devices are applicable to the 
vast of commercial and industrial applications in optics, and it would be obviously 
beyond the ability of us to cover these broad subjects. However, in many of the 
applications, the detailed analysis and analytical conclusions established in this thesis 
might not be necessary. Since our work was mainly focusing on the comprehensively 
physical understanding of the depolarizer, and the theoretical interpretation within the 
statistical optics, a brief discussion about the relevant applications will be presented 
here. Firstly, these analytical results will promote the design and optimization of the 
related modulation method. Secondary source providing prescribed field with specific 
polarization and coherence state is very important in the research of statistical optics. 
The rough-surfaced retardation plate and random polarizer array are expected to 
create a secondary electromagnetic source with the desired coherence and 
polarization statistical properties for both theoretical and industrial research, and gain 
broader acceptance in this field. The rough-surfaced retardation plate could also be 
used in lab simulation work. Its generated fields are usually in anisotropic Gaussian 
correlation form. As we know, some phenomena will also cause similar random field, 
for example the turbulent atmosphere [22, 78, 99, 167]. The rough-surfaced 
retardation plate is able to generate an easily accessible random field with similar 
statistical characteristics for simulation. In some other field, these conclusions 
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presented in the thesis also have a great potential application prospect like the non-
contact metrology, and the polarization-sensitive image. 
Future works in some respects could be conducted to enhance the understanding of 
the depolarizer devices and related phenomena and to facilitate applications. The 
theoretical analysis in this thesis is almost totally focusing on the phenomena in 
spatial-temporal domain. While the ‘laser source’ is mentioned in discussion, it is 
implicitly assumed as a monochromatic source. However, the rough-surfaced 
retardation plate has no frequency restriction for applications. The incident field with 
a frequency band could introduce more interesting phenomena. Therefore, we think 
the device might be able to be applied in thermal light depolarization and 
decorrelation and spectrum modulation. The theoretical analysis could be conducted 
within the framework of spatial-spectral correlation analysis. Our discussions on the 
plate modulation and the speckle propagation in ABCD system are independent to 
each other. That means the results about the modulated field are applicable for further 
studies of more general propagation system beyond the paraxial restriction of ABCD 
theory. We could also extend current conclusions to various beam source shapes and 
surface models by similar way.  
In recent years, more and more attention was paid to the analysis of the spatial 
polarization state distributions. To research and observe the phenomena, the pure 
polarization speckles are expected. The rough-surfaced retardation plate will be index 
matched to generate pure polarization speckles with minimum intensity fluctuations 
(or weakly developed intensity speckles). The statistical analysis for the generated 
field under this condition will be analysed to direct further experimental research. 
For the disparities of shape features of the polarization speckle once discussed in 
Chapter 5, the analysis needs to be improved. The vectorial counterparts of many 
classical scalar concepts and definitions are required to describe related phenomena 
properly. This is not a straightforward work but needs much more care and delicate 
consideration. For example, the correlation area for scalar area now is different in 
each of the four coherence matrix elements, and there is still not vectorial counterpart 
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properly defined to describe the corresponding properties for the whole polarization 
speckle. 
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